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Abstract

Recent advances in electromagnetics introduced tools that enable the creation of arti-

ficial electromagnetic structures with exotic properties such as negative material pa-

rameters. The ability to express these parameters has experimentally demonstrated

using passive metamaterial structures. These structures, based on their passivity and

resonant properties, are typically associated with high loss and significant bandwidth

limitations.

Enhancing and further exploring novel electromagnetic properties can be done

through embedding active circuits in the constitutive unit cells. Active elements

are able to supplement the passive inclusions to mitigate and overcome loss and

bandwidth limitations. The inclusion of these circuits also signficantly expands the

design space for the development of functional metamaterials and their potential

applications.

Due to the relative difficulty of designing active circuits compared with passive

circuits, using active circuits in the construction of metamaterials is still an under-

developed area of research. By combining the two fields of active circuit design and

metamaterial design, we aim fill the functional active metamaterial design space.

This document provides the basis for understanding the design and synthesis of

functional active metamaterials.

To provide necessary background matter, chapter 1 will function as an introduc-

tion chapter, discussing how active electromagnetic metamaterials are created and
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characterized. There are also several required design techniques necessary to suc-

cessfully engineer a functional active metamaterial. The introduction will emphasize

on linking metamaterial unit cell response with RF/analog circuit design with a brief

introduction to the semiconductor physics important to aid in the understanding of

the full active metamaterial design and fabrication process.

The subsequent chapters detail our specific contributions to the field of func-

tional active RF metamaterials. Chapter 2 introduces and characterizes a meta-

material designed to have a tunable quality factor (tunable resonant bandwidth).

This metamaterial is essentially passive but demonstrates the transistor’s versatility

as a combination of tunable elements, motivating the use of embedding transistors

in metamaterials. After establishing a simple application of a transistor in a pas-

sive metamaterial, chapter 3 outlines the design and characterization of an active

metamaterial exhibiting the properties of loss cancellation and gain. Chapter 4 in-

troduces another active metamaterial with the ability to self-adapt to an incident

signal. Within the self-adapting system, several complex RF circuit systems are

simulatenously developed and implemented such as a self-oscillating mixer and a

phase locked loop. Conclusions and additional suggested future research directions

are discussed in chapter 5.

There are also several appendices attached at the end of this document that are

meant to assist future graduate students and other readers. The additional topics

include the experimental verification of a passive magnetic metamaterial acting as a

near field parasitic, the stabilization and measurement of a tunnel diode, a discussion

on the challenges of realizing active inductors from discrete components, and a basic

strategy for creating a non-volatile metamaterial. It is my aim for these appendices

to help provide additional inspiration for future studies within the field.
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1

Introduction

The study and application of electromagnetics has revolutionized many aspects of

society. Starting with the basic experiments done by Ørsted and Amperé in the

early1800s showing the electromagnetic effects from current conduction, the study of

electromagnetics has introduced new set of mathematical tools and practical appli-

cations. By 1900, Marconi was able to create, transmit, and receive electromagnetic

signals, signifying the dawn of a new age of electromagnetic design and studies[1].

Since then, the advancement of electromagnetic design has primarily been in the

radio frequency (RF) range, especially for the construction of telephone and early

warning defense systems.

Technological advances inspired by RF engineering have led to the creation of mo-

bile communications along with radar and other electromagnetic wave-based imaging

systems. These systems are the backbone of many crucial public and defense sub-

systems, ranging from public infrastructure to military reconnaissance. Continuing

research in this field will only improve the technology in the aforementioned appli-

cations, increasing the efficiency and quality of these systems.

One of the crucial design techniques for the creation of such RF systems involves
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the design and fabrication of precise conductive traces and microstrips. The accuracy

required for this type of design is necessary as the wavelengths of the electrical signals

at higher frequencies is small enough to cause standing waves inside the traces.

The standing waves cause various parasitic effects (such as wire inductance and

capacitance between two plates) that would not normally be observed at DC (direct

current or zero frequency) or even audio frequencies. Designing and engineering

circuits taking into account the higher frequency effects increases the complexity of

the design process requires specific techniques. Since the traces are larger fractions of

the operating wavelength, the construction and design of distributed inductors and

capacitors becomes possible. The ability to fabricate circuits with both lumped and

distributed passive components vastly increases the design and application space for

RF circuits.

Combining the field of electromagnetics with RF circuitry allows for the design

and construction of RF metamaterials, both passive and active. The design and ap-

plication of metamaterials themselves are a relatively new subject, only coming into

the academic focus within the last two decades. In that short time, metamaterials

have been successfully experimentally demonstrated as a viable way of creating new

artificial materials with uncommon electromagnetic properties.

Metamaterials are structures that are comprised by an array of periodically

spaced subwavelength (electrically small) unit cells. The typical purpose of engi-

neering metamaterials is to construct effective materials with properties not readily

found in nature or expressed in an unusual way compared with natural materials.

These unit cells can be formed by resonant structures such as split ring resonators

(SRRs)[2, 3] and electric field coupling LC resonators (ELCs)[4], which can express

the exotic material properties of negative permeability[2], negative permittivity[4],

and negative index of refraction[5]. Nonresonant metamaterials do exist, but extreme

material parameters have not been experimentally observed (yet) using these types

2



of structures. Because the extreme parameters are of greater interest for our electro-

magnetic application purposes, this work will focus on the design and construction

of resonant metamaterials.

The central reason of designing a metamaterial is that the constitutive unit cells

can be physically large enough to be designed and fabricated relatively easily com-

pared with the conventional chemical construction of material engineering while still

remaining electrically small. Even with the constraint of electrically small unit cells,

there is a large design space with several degrees of freedom that can be exploited

to create these structures. Before the design and construction of metamaterials can

be discussed, further understanding of how materials interact with electromagnetic

waves is required.

1.1 Electromagnetic Material Basics

1.1.1 Natural Materials

All electromagnetic interactions are governed by the Maxwell Equations[6, 7] (E and

B are the electric and magnetic field strengths, D and H are the electric and magnetic

flux densities, and J is the displacement current density).

∇ ¨D “ ρ (1.1)

∇ ¨B “ 0 (1.2)

∇ˆ E “ ´BB
Bt

(1.3)

∇ˆH “ J `
BD

Bt
(1.4)

From these basic physical equations, materials respond to electromagnetic fields in

two ways, electrically or magnetically. When a material couples electrically to an inci-

dent wave, the electric field component of the wave creates and aligns electric dipoles

within the material. For magnetic coupling, the magnetic field component of the in-
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cident electromagnetic wave induces magnetic dipoles (current loops). When the

dipoles are induced by external fields, the material is said to be electrically polarized

or magnetized (or magnetically polarized), depending on the induced dipoles. The

amount that the material is polarized relates the flux densities to the field intensities

through the following equations (P and M are the polarization and magnetization

vectors, ε0 is the free space permittivity, and µ0 is the free space permeability).

D “ ε0E ` P (1.5)

B “ µ0pH `Mq (1.6)

Due to the several different types of molecular structures of natural materials,

there is a wide variety of electric and magnetic responses. Some materials, such as

ferrous compounds, are easily magnetized, while some dielectric materials, such as

silicon dioxide, are more easily polarized. In natural linear materials, which comprise

a large part of the set of natural materials, the polarization and magnetization vectors

are linearly related to the externally applied fields (χe and χm are the respective

electric and magnetic suspectibilities).

P “ ε0χeE (1.7)

M “ χmH (1.8)

Eqs. 1.7 and 1.8 can be substituted, respectively, into Eqs. 1.5 and 1.8 to find an

expression for the relative permattivity and permeability.

D “ ε0E ` ε0χeE “ ε0p1` χeqE “ εrE (1.9)

B “ µ0pH `Mq “ µ0p1` χmqH “ µrH (1.10)

The effective relative material parameters characterize materials and determine their

ability to be polarized or magnetized with respect to a vacuum, providing us an initial

platform to begin to study artificially made materials, specifically metamaterials.
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1.1.2 Metamaterials as an Artificial Medium

Electromagnetic metamaterials extend the concept of polarizability, either magnetic

or electric, into periodic artificial structures. Two basic types of unit cells, the SRR

and the ELC are often, respectively, used to make magnetic and electric metamate-

rials (Fig. 1.1). The SRR couples to an incident magnetic field through the Faraday

E

H
k

IInd IIndE

k
H

IInd

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Basic metamaterial unit cells: a SRR (a) and an ELC (b) annotated
with the required activating electromagnetic polarization and current flow.

effect (Eq. 1.3) to induce a voltage within the loop. This voltage causes a current to

flow in the loop, magnetically polarizing the particle. Because the SRRs are electri-

cally small, the current can be considered to be that of a magnetic dipole. A periodic

array of these unit cells can then be used to create an effective artificial medium,

characterized by a relative permeability.

The ELC is the electrically polarizable analog to the SRR. An ELC contains

at least one capacitive gap that, when aligned properly, couples with the electric

field of an incident wave, creating a potential difference between the two plates of

the capacitor. The potential difference causes charge to build on opposing sides

of the gap, creating an electric dipole. The capacitance is also connected through
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an inductive loop allowing a current to flow within the structure (hence why this

structure has the LC in the name). It is important to note that the symmetry of

the ELC structure in Fig. 1.1b creates opposing magnetic dipoles, suppressing the

magnetization of the particle at the LC resonance of the loop. The magnetic dipole

cancellation suppresses the magnetic susceptibilty of the unit cell (Eq. 1.8), but still

allows for a non-zero electric susceptibility and, thus, an effective permittivity.

Both of these structures are resonant and are characterized by their inductive

loops and capacitive gaps. In order to have some control over the resonant frequency,

resonant bandwidth, and dispersivity, design rules must be formulated. There are

several different ways of determining these design rules, but since most of the work

in this document is done by embedding active circuits within these resonant unit

cells, the formulation will be done using circuit theory. The next section outlines

the assumptions and guidelines for designing these resonant unit cells from such a

perspective.

1.2 Electromagnetic Metamaterials as RF/Analog Circuits

With the ability of metamaterials to be characterized by their effective electromag-

netic material parameters, permittivity and permeability, the actual behavior of the

effective parameters needs to be determined. Since the metamaterial unit cells are

electrically small compared with the wavelength at the operating frequency, the loop

structures of the SRR and ELC can be treated as series RLC circuits[2]. Using this

transformation, the resonant frequency and resonance quality (resonant bandwidth)

are easily determined from the effective circuit parameters. Reviewing the SRR and

ELC structures, the gaps create a capacitance while the physical loops provide in-

ductance and resistance. Thus, the SRR and ELC are be easily reduced to basic

RLC circuits, allowing for circuit theory to be able to describe these structures.

Looking at the SRR (the unit cell most commonly used in this work), effective
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capacitance, inductance, and resistance are easily extracted using Ansoft Q3D or an-

other equivalent full wave electromagnetic simulator. The knowledge of the effective

circuit parameters, however, is not enough to determine the strength of the induced

magnetic dipole moment. Since the SRR is planar, the magnitude of the magnetic

dipole moment is described by Eq. 1.11 (I is the current flowing through the loop, A

is the area of the loop, and the direction of ~m is normal to the loop and corresponds

with the direction of current flow around loop in accordance to the right hand rule).

|~m| “ IA (1.11)

To calculate the magnetic dipole (and by extension, the effective permeability of a

metamaterial comprised of SRRs), the magnitude of the loop current must be known

(engineering the area of the loop provides another design variable).

Revisiting Eq. 1.3, a time-varying magnetic field induces a voltage within the

loop (Vloop). For simplicity, Eq. 1.3 is rewritten as Eq. 1.12 (Φ is the total magnetic

flux through the SRR loop).

Vloop “ ´
dΦ

dt
(1.12)

Considering the time-varying nature of the magnetic field component (and assuming

that the magnetic field varies sinusoidally) and Eq. 1.12, the loop voltage can be

determined.

Hptq “ H0e
jωt (1.13)

Φ “ HptqA “ AH0e
jωt (1.14)

Vloop “ ´
dΦ

dt
“ ´jωAH0e

jωt (1.15)

The loop current is determined by applying Ohm’s Law to the induced loop voltage
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circuit impedance which is used to determine the magnetic dipole moment.

Iloop “
Vloop
Z

“
´jωAH0e

jωt

Z
(1.16)

|~m| “
´jωA2H0e

jωt

Z
(1.17)

Revisiting Eq. 1.8 and the fact that the magnetization M is related to the magnetic

dipole moment (S is the effective volume of the unit cell), the magnetic susceptability

can then be determined.

| ~M | “
|~m|

S
“
´jωA2H0e

jωt

SZ
(1.18)

χm “
µ0| ~M |

H
“
´jωA2µ0

SZ
“ µr ´ 1 (1.19)

Eq. 1.19 is crucial to the design of SRRs as it relates χm to the effective circuit

impedance and area of the loop along with the density of the unit cells comprising the

metamaterial. Thus, magnetic metamaterials can be designed from the perspective

of viewing SRRs as circuits.

Eq. 1.19 provides the foundation for the bulk of the work in this thesis. The active

metamaterials created and analyzed are based on engineering the impedance of the

constitutive SRR loops with active circuits. For completeness, a similar analysis can

be done to determine the relationship between χe and the loop impedance for an

ELC. As the subsequent work only uses SRRs for the design and experiment, the

explicit derivation will not be done here (see [8] for full derivation).

1.3 Previously Fabricated Metamaterials

1.3.1 Demonstrated Applications of Metamaterials

Building on the design and analysis of the SRR and ELC basic unit cells, several ap-

plications of the physically constructed metamaterials can be experimentally demon-

strated and measured. As mentioned earlier, metamaterials have been specifically
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engineered to have negative material parameters. These non-natural parameters have

been applied theoretically to potentially produce interesting and enhanced applica-

tions.

Some of the theorized applications of metamaterials have been previously demon-

strated experimentally using passive unit cells. Perhaps the most famous example of

a metamaterial application is the fabrication of an invisibility cloak[9]. Exploiting

the ability to engineer a wide range material parameters, a mathematical transfor-

mation between light space and real space can be realized. This type of engineering

is called transformation optics and has led to the development of several other types

of devices[10].

There are a few other applications for materials with negative electromagnetic

parameters. The ability to create materials with µ “ 0 and/or ε “ 0 can be exploited

to create exotic new waveguides[11, 12]. The waveguides created from these param-

eters preserve phase information while the electromagnetic energy travels through

and can be used to create 90˝ bends and other types of novel guided wave struc-

tures. Metamaterials have also been adapted into the creation of frequency selective

surfaces[13] and phased array devices[14], allowing for significant size reductions and

increases in efficiency.

Nonlinear behaviors also have been demonstrated within metamaterials[15, 16].

Examples of nonlinear properties that have been shown through metamaterials are

power dependence[15], power harvesting, phase conjugation[17], and tunable nonlin-

earity. From these nonlinear properties, RF limiting surfaces[18], lenses[19], and vol-

umetric mixers with tunable mixing efficiency[20, 21] have been fabricated and exper-

imentally verified. Nonlinear metamaterials with the ability to mix incident acoustic

and electromagnetic signals have also been created (similar to “The Thing”)[21].
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1.3.2 Limitations of Previously Fabricated Metamaterials

With the description of several potentially useful applications for metamaterials, one

must look at the limitations regarding the use and construction of these types of

structures. Most of the mentioned metamaterial applications have been fabricated

and experimentally measured using passive structures. Basic physics dictates that

passive materials must be highly dispersive around the frequency range in which ex-

treme material parameters are expressed[22]. This essentially requires metamaterials

to be able to only operate in a narrow range of frequencies and that the material will

have high loss. This is consistent with the operation of basic passive resonant circuits

as the resistive loss and characteristic impedance of the resonance create additional

losses in the system.

Reducing or overcoming these losses is one of the key factors required for metama-

terials to eventually become commercially viable. Fortunately, circuit designers have

already discovered and analyzed various techniques that assist them overcoming the

loss and bandwidth limitations presented by passive resonant circuits. The invention

and application of semiconductors has proved to be important in the construction of

active circuits providing negative differential resistance[23] and various other effects

that cause loss cancellation[24], tunability, and bandwidth enhancement[25]. The

next section will review and develop the semiconductor theory required to understand

the design and synthesis of active metamaterials with the ability to compensate for

some of the limitations of previously fabricated passive metamaterials.

1.4 Basics of Semiconductor Devices and Circuits

Most active circuits utilize semiconductor devices in combination with passive el-

ements to create several effects that cannot be done solely with passive elements,

such as amplification. To gain a bit of understanding about semiconductors, a brief
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overview of their operation will be reviewed here.

Compared with basic electromagnetic theory, the field and application of semi-

conductors is an even newer area of study and research (the operation of the field

effect transistor, for example, was described in 1926) that allowed for a large variety

of revolutionary design techniques, devices, and circuits to be created and invented.

Semiconductor devices, such as transistors and diodes, are essential building blocks

for most circuits, both analog and digital. The small size of these devices has al-

lowed for the miniaturization of computers, increased complexity and efficiency of

RF/analog electronics, and improved the functionality of many other important sys-

tems.

1.4.1 Motivation for Using Transistors in Metamaterials

Because diodes are relatively simple 2 terminal devices and are easy to implement as

a tunable reactance, they have been the primary device used to tune metamaterials.

Transistors have either 3 or 4 terminals (depending on the specific type of transistor),

increasing the complexity of the biasing network. If having a slightly more complex

bias network is within the design constraints, however, the additional terminals on

the transistor also present additional opportunities for tuning.

The structure of a transistor includes several different tunable elements (Fig. 1.2c).

At an initial inspection of just the physical structure, there are two diodes and an

insulator between two conducting substrates (the bulk is included as a conducting

material even though it is a semiconductor due to the fact it is doped and contains a

significant mobile charge). Once the transistor is properly biased, even more tunable

elements appear in the structure, such as a tunable conductance. The multitude of

tunable elements makes the transistor significantly more versatile than the diodes

that have been previously embedded in metamaterials.
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Figure 1.2: nMOSFET symbol (a), basic nMOSFET semiconductor structure
(b), and zoomed in view of transistor structure emphasizing the potentially tunable
effective elements (c).

1.4.2 Introductory Semiconductor Physics

In constrast to metals, semiconductor materials contain two types of current carriers:

negatively charged electrons and positively charged holes. If there is a higher concen-

tration of electrons, the semiconductor is classified as n-type. If a semiconductor has

a larger concentration of holes, the semiconductor is then p-type. The concentration

of electrons and holes are related through the mass-action law (Eq. 1.20)[26, 27, 28].

pˆ n “ n2
i (1.20)

The product of the concentrations of holes (p) and electrons (n) is equal to a constant

value, the square of the intrinsic carrier concentration for the natural semiconductor

material (as long as the temperature is also constant). To modulate the conductivity
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of the semiconductor and determine if it is n-type or p-type, some of the base semi-

conductor atoms (ex. silicon or germanium atoms) within the lattice of the material

are replaced with atoms from another element in a process called doping. Doping

changes the concentration of the holes and electrons, but does not completely elim-

inate either current carrier. This preserves the dual carrier current but changes the

magnitude of the individual current components.

Carriers move through the semiconductor in one of two ways: drift and diffusion.

Both of these mechanisms contribute to the total current through the element and

are present with both holes and electrons. The equations for the electron and hole

current densities are written in Eq. 1.21 (Jn is the electron current density, µn is the

electron mobility, Jp is the hole current density, µp is the hole mobility, and J is the

total current density)[26, 27, 28].

J “ Jn ` Jp “ qpµnn` µppqE ` Jdiffusion (1.21)

The simplest semiconductor is a single doped slab of silicon in which the conduc-

tance of the slab is proportional to the doping concentration (this isn’t completely

true as the mobility decreases as the doping increases but the increase in carrier

concentration is significantly greater than the decrease in mobility). In this kind

of semiconductor device, because the carrier concentrations are roughly constant

throughout the sample, the current is related to the applied voltage linearly as the

diffusion current is nearly zero.

The next type of semiconductor device is the pn-junction or the diode. The

dynamics of the p-type and n-type semiconductors being combined will create a

significant diffusion current that adds to the voltage (electric field) generated drift

current. Eq. 1.21 still applies, but, after a few substitutions and algebra, there is

a simpler equation that accurately describes the current-voltage relationship. The

Shockley equation (Eq. 1.22)[26, 27, 28] reveals that current through a diode is
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exponentially related to the voltage across the pn junction.

ID “ ISpe
qVD
nkBT ´ 1q (1.22)

Taking the derivative of the diode current with respect to the applied voltage obtains

the differential conductance (resistance) of the diode for values of the diode voltage.

From this derivative, it is clear that an effective variable linear resistor is created and

is entirely controlled by the applied voltage. While the resistance is still a linear term

when viewed from the perspective of higher frequency signals, the physical resistance

changes nonlinearly. The effective linear resistance can still be assumed and used

in the design of an RF circuit because the RF signal is generally small and only

changes the value of the applied diode voltage by a small amount (this assumption

is absolutely crucial for the design of RF circuits).

The small signal model of a diode is shown in Fig. 1.3 as a parallel combination

of a variable resistor and variable capacitor. The capacitance is physically derived

from the width of a depletion region as there is not as much charge in this region

as compared with the regions outside the depletion region. The width is set by

the dynamics of combining an n-type and p-type region and can be modulated by

varying the applied diode voltage. Typically, the capacitance is tuned by application

of voltage to place the diode in the reverse bias condition. Under this operating

condition, the diode depletion width increases with voltage without consuming a

lot of power. The combination of the width increase and small power consumption

makes a reverse bias diode a good tunable element without wasting a significant

amount of DC power.

1.4.3 MOSFET Transistor Basics

Field effect transistors (FETs) are composed of two back-to-back pn-junctions as

depicted in Fig. 1.2. The junctions provide potential barriers in each direction,
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Figure 1.3: Equivalent circuit model of a diode.

preventing any appreciable current from flowing from drain to source without some

modification of the bulk region. The electrical properties of the bulk region can be

modified by applying voltages at either the source, drain, or gate, depending on what

transistor property needs to be utilized. Voltages applied across the terminals affect

the capacitances in the structure and can be used to create a multiterminal varactor.

A voltage applied from the gate to source or bulk modulates the concentration of

electrical carriers in the bulk, creating another variable capacitor or a channel of

potential carriers that acts as a conductive bridge between the drain and source.

The MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor) transistor used Ch. 2 is an n-channel

MOSFET (nMOSFET), denoting that the primary carriers for on-state current flow

are electrons. The drain and source contain high concentrations of electrons under

thermal equilibrium conditions at room temperature, making them n-regions. The

bulk of the transistor is a p-region to create the potential barriers, isolating the n-

regions from each other. Remembering Eq. 1.20, there are still conducting electrons

available within the p-region, but their concentration is significantly lower than the

electron concentrations in the drain and source and the hole concentration in the

bulk.

The application of a positive voltage to the gate generates an electric field across
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the insulator and into the bulk. The electric field, pointing from the gate to bulk,

attracts available electrons from the p-type region to the surface of the bulk. This

results in an increase in electron concentration while decreasing the hole concentra-

tion, modulating the conductivity between the drain and source. When the voltage

is large enough, the electric field attracts enough electrons to the surface to change

the area under the insulator to an effective n-type region, creating the conducting

channel. This conducting channel is an effective variable resistor from drain to source

and can be exploited to create a different type of tunable metamaterial.

MOSFETs have 3 regions of operation: cutoff (or subthreshold), linear, and

saturation. To define the operating regions, the threshold voltage (VT ) must be

defined. In this work, VT is defined as the bias required to attract enough electrons

to create the inverted channel (the concentration of electrons in the channel is equal

to the concentration of holes in the bulk away from the gate oxide). In cutoff, the

gate to source voltage (VGS) is less than the threshold voltage (VGS ă VT ). Under

this bias condition, the conducting channel is not fully present but there is a small

current can still flow from drain to source if another voltage is applied across those

two terminals.

When a voltage is applied to the drain, the drain-bulk junction in an nMOS-

FET becomes reverse-biased and the current through the junction follows the diode

equation. Connecting the bulk and source together, creating VDS allows for the mea-

surement of current from the drain to the source (IDS). The IDS current equation

in the cutoff region is as follows in Eq. 1.23[26] (the primary parameters to focus

on are VGS, VT , and VDS as the rest are constants determined from the physical

semiconductor).

IDS “ k1
W

L
pm´ 1qp

kBT

q
q
2eqpVGS´VT q{mkBT

p1´ e´qVDS{kBT
q (1.23)

IDS isn’t solely dependent on a single voltage, unlike current flowing a diode, but
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rather two voltages. VDS dictates the current in a reverse bias diode-like equation,

but VGS introduces another exponential factor. The application of VGS pulls extra

conducting electrons to the surface in the bulk, partially forming the conducting

channel and resulting in a reduction in the barrier across bulk-source junction. The

control of IDS with VGS will be looked at in Sec. 2.4.

The second bias region for a MOSFET is the linear region. When VGS “ VT ,

the concentration of minority carriers in the channel is equal to the concentration of

majority carriers in the bulk. For an nMOSFET, the concentration of conducting

electrons in the channel is equal to the concentration of holes in the bulk region.

When VGS is raised to voltages beyond VT , the conducting electron concentration

in the channel exceeds the concentration of holes in the bulk, resulting in a layer of

inverted charges. This inverted layer now allows for significant electron current flow

from drain to source in the device.

In the linear region, the current generated from the reverse biased junction be-

comes negligible compared with the current that flows through the channel. The

current-voltage characteristic in the linear region is defined by Eq. 1.24[27, 28, 29].

IDS “ k1
W

L
rpVGS ´ VT qVDS ´

V 2
DS

2
s (1.24)

IDS in this region becomes linearly related to VGS and quadratically related to VDS, a

stark contrast compared with the exponential relationships from the current equation

for the cutoff region (Eq. 1.23). If VDS is kept small, there is an increase in linearity

between the current and voltage.

If VDS is increased to VGS´VT , the electric field across the drain to bulk junction

becomes strong enough to counteract the vertical electric field from the gate to the

bulk. When this happens, the electrons in the conducting channel get pushed out due

to the expanding depletion region of the drain to bulk junction and the drain to gate

electric field. This phenomenon is called pinch-off and drastically affects IDS. When
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pinch-off is present, the MOSFET reaches its third operating region: saturation. The

current-voltage characteristic changes from Eq. 1.24 to Eq. 1.25[27, 28, 29] (again,

VGS, VT , and VDS are the primary parameters to focus on to understand the transistor

behavior).

IDS “
k1

2

W

L
pVGS ´ VT q

2
p1` λVDSq (1.25)

Once a MOSFET is in saturation, the current flow becomes nearly constant with

increasing VDS since pinching off the conducting channel restricts the concentration

of carriers. IDS does increase with VDS due to the channel length modulation effect,

but the rate of change is much smaller than in the linear region.

1.4.4 HJFET Transistor Basics

DrainSource

Gate

(a) (b)

DrainSource Gate

n-substrate

p-region

Figure 1.4: Schematic symbol (a) and basic structure of a HJFET (b).

Ch. 3 and Ch. 4 utilize another type of transistor, the heterojunction field effect

transistor (HJFET). HJFETs have the same regions of operation as a MOSFET and

are governed by similar current-voltage relationships. The main difference between

the MOSFET and the HJFET is that HJFETs do not contain an insulating layer

(a MOSFET’s gate oxide), but rather, uses the depletion region of a pn-junction to

modulate the conductance between the source and drain (Fig. 1.4). The expansion
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of the depletion region forces mobile carriers out of the channel, causing a decrease

in current.

HJFETs are also known as pseudomorphic high electron mobility transistors

(pHEMTs) due to the semiconductors that comprise the transistor. HJFETs are

constructed with compound semiconductors (such as gallium arsenide, gallium ni-

tride) which have significantly higher electron mobilities than measured in silicon[30].

The bandgap of these compound semiconductors are also generally less than the

bandgap of silicon and the structure capacitances of the HJFET are also greatly

reduced compared with silicon.

In the specific HJFETs that were used, the transistor conducts between the drain

and the source when the gate is at zero bias. This type of transistor is classified as

depletion mode while the MOSFET described earlier and used in this work is an

enhancement mode transistor. To decrease the conduction between the drain and

source, the gate to source voltage must have negative polarity, which increases the

bias circuit complexity slightly by requiring a dual rail supply rather than a single rail

supply used by the MOSFET (the MOSFET used has a positive polarity threshold

voltage).

1.4.5 RF Transistor Modeling

Since transistors are nonlinear devices, designing a circuit with transistors is more

complex than designing a circuit with only passive, linear components. To reduce

the complexity of the physical design of a transistor based circuit, an equivalent

circuit model comprising passive components and active sources is derived. Several

transistor models have been developed since the invention and initial characterization

of the field effect transistor with Fig. 1.5 representing the linearized small signal

model that is used in Spice simulators[31].

From Fig. 1.5, several design parameters become apparent and will be discussed
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Figure 1.5: Complete equivalent circuit model of a 4-terminal MOSFET[31, 32,
33, 34]. The equivalent circuit model of an HJFET removes the bulk terminal along
with any of the circuit elements that connect the other terminals to the bulk terminal.

in later chapters as the application and design of the transistor-based circuits change.

It is important to note that the linearized small signal model depicted is dependent

on the exact DC conditions and that the parameters will vary if the conditions

are perturbed. For example, the MOSFET structure capacitances, highlighted in

Fig. 1.2, are highly dependent on the DC voltage across the terminals (there are

two pn-junctions and the formation of the inverted channel under the oxide presents

some interesting capacitive effects). Similarly to the analysis of a diode, as long as

the RF signal magnitudes are small, the structure capacitances can be treated as

fixed linear capacitors for design purposes.

Another comment to make about the full equivalent circuit model of a transis-

tor is that many of the elements can be ignored depending on the application and

frequency range. Typically, the source and bulk are tied together in commercial

MOSFETs, which removes the gmbvbs transconductance and folds the Cdb, Csb, and

Cgb capacitances into Cgs and Cds. The inductances at the gate, source, and drain
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are also typically rendered negligible when transistors are embedded in SRRs as

these inductances are at approximately two orders of magnitude less than the loop

inductance (changes the total inductance 1-2% or less). The drain, gate, and source

resistances are also typically ignored in the early design stages as the gds term is

significantly larger than any of Rd, Rs, and Rg. This reduces the full model to a

single transconductance, one conductor, and three capacitors (Fig. 2.1 in Ch. 2).

1.4.6 Applications of Transistors in Circuits

Due to the effective transconductance elements incorporated in the linearized model,

transistors can be embedded within a circuit to create negative differential resistance

(NDR). NDR is required for creating active circuits that can amplify and oscillate,

both of which serve important functions in many electrical systems. Transistors also

have the capability of acting as switches or variable resistors due to the gate voltage’s

control over the conducting channel between the drain and source. The transistor’s

versatility makes this device one of the true fundamental building blocks for several

electrical systems.

Amplification is one of most important functions in electrical systems. All pas-

sive components have lossy resistive effects that attenuate electrical signals. A single

transistor, when biased properly, provides the basic building block for an amplifying

circuit (the schematic and simplified small signal model for a common source transis-

tor is shown in Fig. 1.6). The common source amplifier is essentially the inspiration

for the circuit used to create NDR in Ch. 3 and is very simple to solve to demonstrate

how to use small signal models for circuit design.

Solving the simplified common source small signal model (and assuming Cds is

very small), the gain (Av) is determined in Eq. 1.26.

Av “ ´gmpRL||
1

gds
q (1.26)
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Figure 1.6: Schematic (a) and simplified small signal model (b) for a single
transistor common source amplifier. In the small signal model, Cgd and Cds are
ignored for ease of solving the model and deriving some intuition regarding how the
parameters affect the gain and output resistance.

Just from solving the small signal model, important design inferences can be drawn.

Av is linearly proportional to gm and total effective resistance, providing a minimal

mathematical basis for constructing such an amplifier. Again, the circuit in Ch. 3 is

fundamentally based on the common source amplifier and, after some modification,

will be analyzed further in that chapter.

The ability of a transistor to act as a switch makes it possibly the most important

component of a digital system. Most digital circuits are created using complementary

MOS (CMOS) design techniques which reduce the amount of power for such circuits

to operate. The operation of a transistor as a switch is also crucial for many high

efficiency power distribution and energy conversion systems[35]. Modifications to the

substrate of such applied transistors have also allowed the study and potential use

in the smart grid[36].

The other two previously mentioned applications are directly related to the ma-

terial in the subsequent chapters. Being able to configure a transistor as a variable

resistor adds the potential of tunability to several passive and active systems (such
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as the common-source amplifier). Ch. 2 will derive the theory and expand upon us-

ing a transistor for such an application. Oscillators are a crucial component in many

RF systems, creating carrier signals that transmit information wirelessly in countless

communication systems around the world. Ch. 4 will demonstrate how to configure

a transistor such that oscillations are produced as part of a self-adaptive system.

1.5 Contributions

This section will highlight the contributions to the field of active metamaterials.

Overall, the author has 1 provisional patent; 6 journal publications, with an addi-

tional 3 in preparation; and 6 conference talks (4 proceedings). The work specifically

within this document has led to 1 provisional patent, 2 journal publications, with an

additional 3 manuscripts in preparation; and 4 conference talks (2 proceedings).

There are also several appendices at the end of this thesis that deal with some

additional subjects. The first appendix discusses the ability of an SRR to act as a near

field parasitic in an electrically small antenna system (with physical measurements).

The second appendix outlines a measurement technique to stabilize and accurately

measure the DC characteristics of a tunnel diode. The third appendix is a brief

discussion regarding the construction and application of a transistor-based tunable

inductance. The fourth and final appendix discusses the design and implementation

of a circuit-based system that would make a tunable metamaterial non-volatile.

1.5.1 Contributions to Dissertation

The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• The design and analysis of a transistor-embedded SRR that has tunability in

both frequency and bandwidth. This was the first demonstration of utilizing

multiple tunable features of a transistor within a metamaterial. [John P.
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Barrett, Alexander R. Katko, and Steven A. Cummer. Q-Tuning in Transis-

tor Embedded Metamaterials Using Variable Resistance. IEEE Transactions

on Antennas and Propagations (in preparation); A.R. Katko, J. P. Barrett,

and S. A. Cummer. Time-Varying transistor-based metamaterial for tun-

ability, mixing, and efficient phase conjugation. Journal of Applied Physics,

115(14):144501 (2014); Alexander R. Katko, John P. Barrett, and Steven A.

Cummer. Transistor-Based Metamaterials with Adjustable Nonlinear Suscep-

tibility and Mixing Efficiency. Physical Review Letters (in preparation).]

• The full characterization of an active SRR with a transistor based circuit that

produced negative differential resistance. The circuit used had been previously

studied in the confines of a metamaterial in Ref. [37], but the unit cell was

not fully characterized as an effective material. The work presented in Ch. 3

reduced the unit cell to a planar SRR, showed the extracted material param-

eters, and applied the active metamaterial as a near-field parasitic. [J. P.

Barrett and S. A. Cummer. Design and Full Characterization of Planar Ac-

tive Magnetic RF Metamaterials. Accepted for publication in IEEE Antennas

and Wireless Propagation Letters; John P. Barrett and Steven A. Cummer.

Realization of Powered Transistor-Based Active Metamaterials. Proceedings

Metamaterials, Bordeaux, France (2013)]

• The design, analysis, and experimental demonstration of a metamaterial with

the capability to self-tune its resonant frequency. Combining a voltage-controlled

oscillator with an SRR unit cell loop, a two-state metamaterial with the ability

to adjust its resonant frequency to that of an incident signal was created. This

is the first such instance of a “frequency smart” metamaterial. [Protected under

provisional patent US 62/028,890; John P. Barrett and Steven A. Cummer.

Roadmap to electrically self-tuning metamaterials: design and experimental
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validation. Proceedings ICEAA, Palm Beach, Aruba (2014); John P. Barrett

and Steven A. Cummer. Design of Self-Adaptive Resonant Metamaterials.

Nature Materials (in preparation)]

1.5.2 Additional Written Contributions

The additional papers and proceedings that the author has produced are as follows:

• Shi Gu, John P. Barrett, Thomas Hand, Bogdan-Ioan Popa, and Steven

Cummer. A Broadband Low-Reflection Metamaterial Absorber. Journal of

Applied Physics, 108, 064913, (2010).

• Alexander R. Katko, Shi Gu, John P. Barrett, Bogdan-Ioan Popa, Gennady

Shvets, and Steven Cummer. Phase Conjugation and Negative Refraction Us-

ing Nonlinear Active Metamaterials. Physical Review Letters, 105, 123905

(2010).

• Alexander R. Katko, Bogdan-Ioan Popa, John P. Barrett, Allen M. Hawkes,

and Steven A. Cummer. Powered and nonlinear RF metamaterials. Proceedings

SPIE Optics and Photonics, San Diego, CA (2011).

• Alexander R. Katko, Allen M. Hawkes, John P. Barrett, and Steven A.

Cummer. RF Limiter Metamaterial Using PIN Diodes. IEEE Antenna and

Wireless Propagation Letters, Vol. 6, No. 1 (2012).

• John P. Barrett and Steven A. Cummer. Active nonlinear metamaterials

loaded with negative differential resistance elements and circuits. Proceedings

SPIE Optics and Photonics, San Diego, CA (2012).

• Fanchao Lyu, Steven A. Cummer, Joel Weinert, Lindsay McTague, Alex Katko,

Rahulkumar Solanki, John Barrett, and Lucian Zigoneau. A low-frequency
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near-field interferometric-TOA 3D lightning mapping array. Geophysical Re-

search Letters, Vol. 41, Issue 22 (2014).

The author has also mentored a senior NCSSM student, Daniel Magley, from August

2014-March 2015. Daniel’s project is entitled “Novel Application of Microwave Power

Transfer in the Recharging of Batteries in Biomedical Devices” and is based on

previous work done in Dr. Cummer’s lab regarding RF power harvesting. While

being mentored by John, Daniel took first place in the Engineering and Technology

category in the Research Triangle Park regional of the North Carolina State Science

Fair.

1.5.3 Conference Talks

• John P. Barrett and Steven A. Cummer. Design, Fabrication, and Testing

of Nonvolatile Tunable Metamaterials. USNC/URSI Meeting, Boulder, CO,

January 2009.

• John P. Barrett and Steven A. Cummer. Realized Gain in Active Nonlinear

Metamaterials Using a Negative Differential Resistance Circuit. Duke ECE

Graduate Workship, Durham, NC, January 2013.

• John P. Barrett and Steven A. Cummer. Design and Realization of Transistor-

Embedded Active RF Metamaterials. USNC/URSI Meeting, Boulder, CO,

January 2014
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2

Resonant Metamaterials with Tunable Quality
Factor

In terms of circuit complexity, embedding a transistor as a combination of tunable

passive elements is the simplest way to demonstrate its functionality in a metamate-

rial. To verify the viability of implementing more complex circuits with the metama-

terial, successfully implementing the simplest configuration and multi-functionality

of a single transistor is important. Conceptually, using a transistor in this manner is

similar to using an embedded varactor electrically tune a metamaterial. This chapter

explains work that uses a MOSFET configured to be a variable resistor in order to

tune the quality factor of a metamaterial. Using effective circuit models, the design,

analysis, and experimental verification of a metamaterial with a controllable quality

factor is developed.

2.1 Bandwidth Limitations in Passive Resonant Structures

As mentioned in Sec. 1.3.2, resonant structures are bandwidth-limited due to their

physical constraints. To design and quantify a resonant circuit, a mathematical

quantity must be derived that accurately describes the shape of the resonance.
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2.1.1 Definition and Relevance of Quality Factor

An important figure of merit for any passive or resonant element is its quality factor

(Q). Q is numerically defined as the ratio of stored energy to dissipated energy

(Eq. 2.1)[38, 30].

Q “ ω
Wstored

Pdissipated

(2.1)

Eq. 2.1 simply reduces to ratio of the reactance to the resistance for simple (two

or less reactive elements) series circuits[39, 40, 38, 41]. If the value of Q is greater,

then the element acts more like an ideal energy storage element. If the value Q is

small, then the element is effectively an attenuator (or resistor). High Q elements

and resonators are not always the best types of inclusions for every application,

but being able to quantify the ideality of passive components is important for the

characterization of a system.

Capacitors are typically created by engineering the distance between two con-

ductive plates and electrically separating them with an insulator. There will be an

electric field generated by the stored charges on the separated plates. The isolating

insulator is not perfect, so there will be a current flowing between the plates when a

voltage is applied. Capacitors are meant to store electrical charge so having a cur-

rent between the plates is not desirable because the current will deplete the stored

charge. Thus, a high Q capacitor has a large resistance between the conducting plates

to limit the flow of charge. Inductors, however, are dependent on the capability for

large currents to flow in order to store energy magnetically. Inductors are typically

constructed using coils of wire and exploiting the Faraday induction effect (Eq. 1.3).

Faraday induction produces a voltage in the coil, but to store the most energy, a

large current needs to be generated. Therefore, the resistance of a high Q inductor

must be small in order to allow for maximum current flow.
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As was derived in Ch. 1, an SRR can be reduced to a series RLC circuit for the

purposes of metamaterial design. Based upon the effective circuit parameters of the

SRR loop, the values of Q for the circuit equivalent series inductor and capacitor are

calculated using Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3.

Qc “
1

ω0CR
(2.2)

Ql “
ω0L

R
(2.3)

The total Q of the series RLC circuit is then determined by the following equations.

1

Q
“

1

Qc

`
1

Ql

(2.4)

Q “
ω0L

R
“

1

R

c

L

C
(2.5)

Using Q as a design criterion for a resonant SRR equates the effective circuit pa-

rameters to the Q of a basic passive SRR unit cell (1.1a). More importantly, the Q

of the unit cell directly translates to the Q of the metamaterial if a full medium is

constructed[42]. If the value of Q of the unit cell is large (the total effective series

resistance of the SRR is small), the metamaterial resonance will be very sharp and

deep, which translates into an increased range of achievable material parameter val-

ues at the cost of increased dispersivity. In contrast, if the value of Q for the unit

cell is small (the total effective series resistance is large), the SRR is less dispersive

but the achievable range of parameter values is limited.

2.1.2 Modern Bandwidth Modulation Techniques

The ability to passively control the bandwidth usually revolves around engineering Q.

In impedance matching networks, adding a third element to an L-network to create

a T- or π-network allows for the designer to control the Q of the entire matching

network[30]. In filters, the bandwidth is able to be controlled by selection of filter

(i.e. Butterworth, Chebychev) and filter level (« the number of elements).
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In some modern antenna matching network designs[25, 43] (and some metamate-

rial designs[44, 45]), active circuits are used to create an effective negative capacitance

or inductance to cancel out the reactance in the vicinity of the resonant frequency,

widening the bandwidth. These circuits violate Foster’s Reactance Theorem[46] (the

derivative of reactance with respect to frequency is always zero or positive) which

means that these circuits have stability concerns. For simplicity and proof of con-

cept in a metamaterial (and to avoid stability considerations), the subsequent work in

this chapter modulates the bandwidth through controlling Q by varying the effective

series resistance of the SRR loop.

2.2 Transistors as Variable Linear Resistors

Revisiting the full transistor model (Fig. 1.5) and utilizing the fact at the frequency

range that the fabricated will be operated at, the full small signal model can be

simplified for ease of design. The operating frequency of the SRR was around 800

MHz and the SRR loop inductance will be on the order of 150-200 nH. The typical

inductance for a commercial MOSFET operating in that frequency range is around

1-2 nH. The disparity in inductances yield that the total inductance of the system

might change by 1 or 2% if the MOSFET inductance is included in the model so

these parameters can be considered negligible. The physical resistances provided by

the MOSFET can also generally be ignored since the channel resistance is orders of

magnitude greater. Assuming the bulk and source connected in conjunction with

several parameters able to be ignored for design purposes, the small signal model

simplifies greatly (Fig. 2.1).

2.2.1 Basic Transistor Operation

When a diode is reverse biased, VD is negative, driving g to near zero to create a

nearly lossless capacitor. The small signal diode conductance (g from Fig. 1.3) is
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Gate Drain

Source, Bulk

Cgs gmVgs
Cdbgds

Cgd

+

_

Vgs

Figure 2.1: Simplified small signal equivalent circuit of a MOSFET. This model
assumes that the bulk and source are tied together while the drain, gate, and source
resistances and inductances will have a negligible effect to the eventual total resis-
tance and inductance of the circuit (the SRR loop plus effective transistor gds).

determined by the rate of change of the current with respect to the diode voltage

(Eq. 2.6).

g “
dID
dVD

“
qIS
nkBT

e
qVd

nkBT (2.6)

Under cutoff conditions, the transistor is effectively a three terminal reverse-biased

diode. The simplified small signal model (Fig. 2.1) can be further reduced to the

small signal model for a diode (Fig. 1.3) as the Vgs term is zero since the gate voltage

is solely a DC quantity. The gate voltage is the third terminal that also controls IDS

(1.4.3).

Conductance tuning is the primary novel property of the transistor and one the

source of its increased versatility in the design of circuits. In combination with the

capacitance tuning caused by the modulation of the depletion region width around

the pn-junction, conductance tuning presents a platform for realizing interesting

effects that have not been observed before in metamaterials.

Increasing the diode conductance increases the loss in the capacitor, changing

the quality factor. Taking the partial derivative of Eq. 1.23 with respect to VDS, the
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effective g for the transistor under subthreshold conditions is obtained.

g “ gds “
BIDS

BVDS

“ k1
W

L
pm´ 1qp

kBT

q
q
2e

qpVGS´VT´mVDSq

mkBT (2.7)

As VGS increases, g also increases, which is consistent with the increase in the minor-

ity mobile current carrier concentration, shunting RF away from the Cds capacitor.

At some VGS, the impedance of the resistor becomes less than the impedance of

the capacitor, changing the functionality of the device from a lossy capacitor to a

variable resistor.

Another important feature of Eq. 2.7 to note is that the change in conductance

becomes very rapid when VGS is close to VT . At this bias, the conductance increases

drastically in contrast to when VGS is near zero, and the operating region begins to

transition to the linear region as VGS approaches VT (assuming that VDS is small).

Nearing this transition, the conducting channel between is nearly formed and the Q

of the effective capacitor is very small compared to a physical lumped capacitor. At

the bias point VGS ě VT , the conducting channel between the drain and source is

fully present and the embedded transistor presents switches its effective behavior.

In the linear region, the transconductance term gm remains near zero (and Vgs

remains at zero), which, again, reduces the transistor model (Fig. 2.1) back to the

effective diode model (Fig. 1.3). Exploiting this equivalence, the transistor circuit

parameters can be algebraically manipulated to make them effective diode small

signal parameters (Eq. 2.8 and 2.9).

g “ gds (2.8)

C “ Cds `
CgdCgs

Cgd ` Cgs

« Cds (2.9)

Most commercial transistors are asymmetric, resulting in Cgs ąą Cgd. Assuming

this relationship of the transistor asymmetry, the series combination of Cgs and Cgd is
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dominated by Cgd. In most FETs, Cds ąą Cgd effectively rendering the combination

Cgs and Cgd negligible, leaving the total effective capacitance approximately equal

to Cds. To calculate the effective g, the current-voltage characteristic of a transistor

operating in the linear region must be utilized. If VDS is small, the quadratic term

in Eq. 1.24 becomes negligible, yielding Eq. 2.10. Eq. 2.10 demonstrates a current

characteristic similar to that of a resistor since IDS and VDS are linearly proportional.

Similarly to the conductance equation for the subthreshold region (Eq. 2.7), Eq. 2.11

shows that gds is dependent on VGS in the linear bias region.

IDS “ k1
W

L
pVGS ´ VT qVDS (2.10)

gds “
BIDS

BVDS

“ k1
W

L
pVGS ´ VT q (2.11)

As VGS increases, the conductance increases linearly, causing the effective resis-

tance from the drain to source to decrease. The resistance can be reduced even

further by increasing VGS, nearly shunting all the RF current away from the capac-

itor. However, at a certain voltage, the insulating oxide will begin to break down

due to the large electric field across the gate oxide, destroying the variable resistor

effect. As the oxide will no longer be isolating the gate and bulk, there will not be

a potential difference between the gate and bulk, thus eliminating the electric field

generated from the gate to the bulk and physically destroying the transistor.

VDS can be made non-zero to bias the transistor in the saturation region. The

simplified small signal model presented in Fig. 2.1 still applies and still reduces to

the equivalent diode (parallel conductor-capacitor) model (Fig. 1.3). This region of

operation, however, is uninteresting in the configuration seen in Fig. 2.4 as gds is

very small.

gds “
BIDS

BVDS

“
1

2
λk1

W

L
pVGS ´ VT q

2 (2.12)

Even with the square dependence on VGS ´ VT , the current does not appreciably
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change with VDS. With the slope of the current nearly flat, the effective conductance

reduces to something similiar in magnitude to the cutoff/subthreshold conductance

where most of the small signal current flows through the capacitor. The voltage

controlled current supply (VCCS) then becomes the tunable element of interest, but

is only tunable if the gate-to-source voltage is a small signal RF voltage and not only

a DC voltage. Using the VCCS as a tunable element embedded in a metamaterial is

discussed in Sec. 2.5.

2.2.2 Measuring and Extracting the Effective Resistance of a Transistor

VDS

I D
S

Increasing VGS

Figure 2.2: Measured IDS ´ VDS measurements for a BSS83 transistor.

With the current-voltage relationships known and that the necessary equations

to calculate effective conductances have been derived, the effective conductance (and

therefore resistance) of the transistor can be extracted from the IDS-VDS curves. To

reiterate, the gate is controlled solely by a DC voltage, reducing the gmVgs term

in Fig. 2.1 to zero or near zero and forcing Cds and gds to be the main current

pathways through the transistor. From Eqs. 2.7 and 2.11, gds is easily changed by

varying VGS as long as the transistor remains in the cutoff or linear regions. If VDS
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is small, maximum linearity of the effective resistor is ensured, reducing the amount

of DC power required to bias the device and validating the approximation made in

Eq. 2.11. There is some flexibility with regards to the value of VDS, but this decreases

the linearity (this is useful in using the transistor as a mixer[20]).

Using a BSS83 n-channel transistor, IDS ´ VDS curves were measured (Fig. 2.2).

Zooming in near the origin, the curves become linear and the slopes can be calculated.

The slope is the effective conductance, which is inverted to obtain the RF drain-to-

source resistance (Fig. 2.3). As mentioned in the previous section, the transistor

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10
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10
3

10
5

10
7

VGS  (V)

R
d

s
 (
Ω

)

Figure 2.3: Measured and extracted RDS measurements for a BSS83 transistor
configured as in Fig. 2.4.

operating region is restricted to the cutoff and linear regions. The gate is directly

connected to a DC control voltage while the source is connected to DC ground,

creating the necessary VGS to control the conductance of the channel between the

drain and source. The drain is connected to the source by a resistor, which limits

the minimum effective conductance (therefore determining the minimum loss of the

capacitive structure) and sets the VDS to zero. In this configuration, the transistor
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is ensured to act as an electrically tunable resistor in parallel with a capacitor. As

expected, the resistance decreases exponentially in the cutoff region (consistent with

Eq. 2.7) and decreases much more gradually in the linear region (consistent with

Eq. 2.11).

2.3 Analyzing and Simulating a SRR with Tunable Q

The BSS83 nMOSFET was embedded within an SRR loop (Fig. 2.4a) and, using the

extracted resistance curve (Fig. 2.3), the complete effective circuit model (Fig. 2.4b)

can be analyzed. Using equivalent circuit parameters for the SRR loop and the

transistor, the equations dictating the effect that the tunable resistance has on both

Q and the resonant frequency can be derived and confirmed through simulation and

experiment.

Control

Voltage

Control

Voltage

(a) (b)

Lm Cm Rm

Rds

Cds=Cdb

Figure 2.4: Diagram (a) and effective circuit equivalent (b) of a transistor em-
bedded SRR. The transistor is embedded such that the gate is solely DC biased and
RF current effectively only flows from drain to source. The FET bulk is tied to the
source to avoid changes to the threshold voltage with a large-valued resistor con-
nected across the source and drain to avoid hysteretic effects from the back-to-back
junctions (DC bias network not shown).
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2.3.1 Circuit Analysis

Starting with the equivalent circuit model of the transistor-embedded SRR, the anal-

ysis from Sec. 2.1.1 can be employed to determine the exact mathematical relation-

ship between the circuit parameters and the quality factor. Eq. 2.5 can also be

determined from the fact that the energy stored in the capacitor and inductor are

equal at the resonant frequency[38]. Revisiting the initial definition of Q (Eq. 2.1),

the Q of the SRR equivalent circuit is determined through the summation of the

stored energy in the capacitors and inductors (Eq. 2.13) and the power dissipation

caused by the resistors (Eq. 2.14).

Wstored “ WM `WE “
1

4
|ILM

|
2LM `

1

4
CM |VCM

|
2
`

1

4
Cds|VCds

|
2 (2.13)

Pdissipated “
1

2
|IRM

|
2RM `

1

2
|IRds

|
2Rds (2.14)

The voltage across transistor capacitance (VCds
) is related to the current (IRds

) flowing

through the resistive path of the transistor (Eq. 2.15) while the current through the

resistor is related to the impedance of the capacitance and resistance (Eq. 2.16).

VCds
“ IRds

Rds (2.15)

IRds
“

ILM

jωCdsRds ` 1
(2.16)

Using the fact that the stored electric and magnetic energy are equal at resonance[38]

and IRM
“ ILM

, Eq. 2.16 can be substituted into Eq. 2.14 to determine the Q of the

transistor-embedded SRR equivalent circuit at resonance (Eq. 2.17).

Q “ ω0
2WM

Pdissipated

“ ω0

1
2
|ILM

|2L
1
2
|ILM

|2RM `
1
2
|ILM

|2Rds
1

|jω0CdsRds|
2

(2.17)

Eq. 2.17 simplifies further to Eq. 2.18.

Q “
ω0LM

RM `
Rds

pω0CdsRdsq
2`1

(2.18)
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From Eq. 2.18, it is easy to show that at the extreme values of the transistor re-

sistance, the equation to derive Q simplifies to a form consistent with that of a

normal passive SRR (Eq. 2.5). Eq. 2.18 also allows for the analysis of the transistor-

embedded SRR in bias regions such that the transistor resistance isn’t either very

large or very small.

The analysis of the equivalent circuit model is still not finished. Due to the

dynamics of the incremental Rds, there will be a change in the resonant frequency.

The above analysis used to derive an expression for Q did not explicitly require

that ω0 to be already known. For the resonant system to be fully characterized, an

expression relating ω0 and the equivalent circuit parameters must be derived.

Using the basic definition of a resonance, the total reactance of the transistor-

embedded equivalent circuit will sum to zero at ω0. The total equivalent circuit

impedance is calculated in Eq. 2.19.

Z “ RM ` jωLM ´
j

ωCM

`
Rds

1` jωCdsRds

(2.19)

The impedance calculation also simplifies to the basic series RLC impedance equation

at the extreme values of Rds, yielding the maximum and minimum limits of the

resonant frequency. The reactance calculation can be further simplfied to Eq. 2.20.

X “ ImtZu “
ω4LMCMC

2
dsR

2
ds ` ω

2pLMCM ´ pCdsRdsq
2 ´ CMCdsR

2
dsq ´ 1

ωCp1` ω2C2
dsR

2
dsq

(2.20)

The reactance has poles at the zero frequency and two conjugate imaginary fre-

quencies so the calculation of the reactance zeros can be done without running into

higher order poles and zeros. Setting the numerator equal to zero and using a dummy

variable to reduce the order of polynomial (set x “ ω2), the resonant frequency is cal-
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culated from the effective circuit parameters using the quadratic formula (Eq. 2.21).

x “
pCdsRdsq

2 ` CMpCdsR
2
ds ´ LMq

2LMCMC2
dsR

2
ds

˘

a

rCMpLM ´ CdsR2
dsq ´ pCdsRdsq

2s2 ` 4LMCMC2
dsR

2
ds

2LMCMC2
dsR

2
ds

(2.21)

Taking the square root of x yields four possible solutions for the resonant frequency.

Because all the effective circuit parameters are real valued and positive, only a single

solution for ω is real and positive yielding a single valued resonant frequency.

2.3.2 Simulation

Based upon Eqs. 2.18 and 2.21, a transistor-embedded SRR as configured in Fig. 2.4a

can be fully analyzed mathematically. Using the extracted effective circuit param-

eters of the transistor and SRR loop, the analytical dependence of the resonant

frequency and resonance quality on the gate voltage can be plotted (Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Calculated Q and f0 for transistor-embedded SRR using estimated
effective circuit parameters for the loop and transistor.

When Rds is very high (significantly greater than the transistor capacitance

impedance), the resonance quality is higher than in other bias regions. Under the
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high resistance condition, most of the induced RF current flows through the tran-

sistor like an effective low-loss capacitor which adds near-zero resistive loss to loop.

When the drain-to-source resistance is very low (significantly lower than the transis-

tor capacitance impedance), the resonance quality starts to increase with an increase

in VGS. At this bias condition, the transistor resistance decreases, increasing Q (as

expected from Eq. 2.5). In the bias region when the drain-to-source resistance is

roughly equivalent to the transistor capacitance impedance, the RF current is split

approximately equally through the resistive and capacitive paths. Due to the large

impedance across both paths (CDS of the BSS83N is close to 1.5pF, which yields an

impedance magnitude of around 150Ω at 750 MHz), the generated current is limited,

decreasing the resonance quality and reducing the polarizability of the SRR.
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Figure 2.6: Simulations measuring the S21 response of a transistor-embedded SRR
configured as shown in Fig. 2.4. Resistance values chosen based on Fig. 2.3.

We can also simulate the material response of the proposed transistor-embedded

metamaterial in HFSS (Fig. 2.6) and compare with the expected analytically derived

behavior (Fig. ). The S21 simulations confirm the modulation in resonance quality

one would expect from varying the resistance of the loop.
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2.4 Measurement of a Q-Tunable SRR

With the behavior of the described SRR loop predicted by analytical calculation and

full wave simulation, the transistor-embedded metamaterial unit cell was created

and fabricated (Fig. 2.7) using the aforementioned BSS83 transistor (one of the few

commercial transistors that have a physical bulk contact rather than an internal

connection between the bulk and the source). The SRR was placed in a TEM

waveguide and S-parameters were measured (Fig. 2.8).

Port 1 Port 2

SRR placement

in waveguide

Embedded

Transistor

Figure 2.7: Fabricated FET-embedded unit cell (also seen in [20]). The SRR
conducting loop connects the drain and source of the transistor with bias wires
heading to the source (ground) and gate (VGS).

Comparing the experimentally measured data with the simulation data (Fig. 2.6),

the measured S21 curves demonstrate the expected behavior. There is a shift in the

SRR resonant frequency corresponding to the low resistance and high resistance

values from Fig. 2.3, as well as a bias range in which the resonance quality is reduced

to a minimum (corresponding to the resistance range around 1kΩ). Both the change
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Figure 2.8: Experimentally measured transmission S-parameters using an open
waveguide and a single unit cell.

in resonance frequency and quality versus changes in bias voltage are plotted and

compared with the analytically calculated change in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10. The measured

results exhibit a similar behavior to what is expected from the analytical calculations

in terms of the shape and magnitude of the predicted change for Q and f0.

There is a region around the transistor threshold voltage (around 2V) in which

the resonant frequency and quality changes rapidly, which is ideal for mixing[20].

Once the bias voltage is greater than the threshold voltage, the resonant frequency

changes less drastically with changes in voltage, but the resonance quality steadily

improves as the voltage continues to increase. The resonant frequency still changes

appreciably, however, which is undesirable in some applications. To minimize the

frequency shift, a modification to the transistor circuitry must be made.
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Figure 2.9: Fabricated FET-embedded unit cell. The SRR conducting loop
connects the drain and source of the transistor with bias wires heading to the source
(ground) and gate (VGS).
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Figure 2.10: Fabricated FET-embedded unit cell. The SRR conducting loop
connects the drain and source of the transistor with bias wires heading to the source
(ground) and gate (VGS).
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2.5 Improved Resonance Quality Tuning

The previous looked at the nMOSFET under cutoff and linear biasing with only

a mention of the saturation operating region. This is due to the large differential

resistance (gds) between the source and drain that occurs under this biasing condition

if the gate voltage is a purely DC voltage. As mentioned in the previous section, this

would diminish the gate voltage’s effect on the quality factor. To exploit the effective

VCCS element in the small signal model, gm and Vgs must both be non-negligible.

Drain

Source, Bulk

Gate
Cgd

Cdbgm gdsCgs vgsvgs

+

_

Figure 2.11: Equivalent small signal model of a diode connected transistor. Note
that vgs “ vds in this configuration, turning the VCCS into an effective resistor
(Eq. 2.22).

If the drain and gate are connected together, a two terminal element is created

and the transistor is said to be diode connected. This changes the small signal model

in Fig. 2.1 to the model in Fig. 2.11. In this configuration, there are 4 RF current
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pathways, Cgs, Cds, gds, and the gmVgs VCCS. The gds conductor is still governed by

Eqn. 2.12, but, as mentioned earlier, does not act as an effective RF shunt for the

capacitor.

The VCCS is the primary tunable object in the diode-connected configuration.

The drain to source current through this circuit element is controlled by Vgs, but

since Vgs “ Vds, the current through the VCCS can be rewritten as Eq. 2.22.

IDS,V CCS “ gmVgs “ gmVds (2.22)

Transconductance product reduces to Ohm’s Law since the current is linearly de-

pendent on the voltage across the element (the conductance of the effective resistive

element becoming gm). Using this equivalency, the total drain to source conductance

and capacitance is written as (in terms of the effective diode model seen in Fig. 1.3):

g “ gm ` gds « gm (2.23)

C “ Cds ` Cgs (2.24)

Compared with the capacitance seen in the first configuration (Eq. 2.9), the effective

capacitance of the element embedded in the SRR loop is increased. This reduces

the effect that the transistor capacitance will have on the overall loop capacitance,

minimizing the change in resonant frequency caused by the change in voltage across

the element.

A diode-transistor is embeded within an SRR loop as shown in Fig. 2.12. As

with the previous configuration, the source and bulk are tied together (preventing

the threshold voltage changing due to the body effect as the second VCCS in Fig. 1.5

is neglected since VSB “ 0). A large valued resistor is, again, placed in parallel

to the drain and source to ensure that there are no hysteresis effects within the

transistor structure (again, this limits the maximum element resistance and therefore

the maximum Q of the resonating unit cell).
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Figure 2.12: Schematic and diagram of a diode connected transistor embedded
SRR. The transistor is embedded such that the gate and drain are tied together.
The FET bulk is tied to the source to avoid changes to the threshold voltage with a
large-valued resistor connected across the source and drain to avoid hystersis effects
from the back to back junctions (DC bias network not shown).
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Figure 2.13: Measured IDS and RDS of the diode-connected BSS83 transistor.
Due to measurement error (IDS ă 100nA is pushing the accuracy limits of the digital
ammeter), the measured deep subthreshold RDS is very noisy but also greater than
1 MΩ.
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Figure 2.14: Simulations measuring the S21 response of a transistor-embedded
SRR configured as shown in Fig. 2.4. Resistance values chosen based on Fig. 2.3.

Unlike the first configuration, a significant amount of DC power is required to

bias the transistor in saturation. In order for the saturation condition to be reached,

the electric field from the drain to the gate to counteract the vertical field generated

by the gate when VGS ą VT . Under this condition, the conducting channel between

the drain and source is fully formed and a voltage difference between the drain and

source must exist. There will be a significant current flowing from the drain to the

source, hence a larger amount of DC power will be required for biasing.

Again using a BSS83 nMOSFET, a current-voltage curve was measured and the

effective drain to source resistance was extracted (Fig. 2.13). Due to the maximum

power limit of the transistor, the voltage range of interest is also reduced. Comparing

Fig. 2.13 with Fig. 2.3, the subthreshold region still exhibits the large change in

resistance that is expected from the exponential current-voltage relationship, but

the element resistance does not decrease to the levels of the resistance at higher

voltages as seen in the configuration detailed in Sec. 2.4. This means that the second

resonant dip (the greater VGS values in Fig. 2.8) may not be expressed in the diode
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connected configuration, but the resistance change is large enough that a wide range

of resonance quality factors should be observed.
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Figure 2.15: Simulated S21 material response based upon resistance values from
Fig. 2.13.

Based upon the resistance curve of the diode-connected transistor (Fig. 2.13),

parametric simulations were performed by varying the effective resistance of the

transistor element to obtain the resonance quality variation. Similar to the configu-

ration detailed in Sec. 2.4, as the resistance decreases, the resonance quality should

decrease, as confirmed in Fig. 2.15. There is a slight decrease in resonant frequency

when the resistance starts approaching 100Ω, but this is still a much smaller change

as compared to the resonant frequency changes seen in Figs. 2.6 and 2.8.

To confirm the simulation, another unit cell based upon the loop geometry seen

in Fig. 2.7 was fabricated, connecting the drain and gate together with a wire (and

to drive the transistor into saturation). S21 measurements were again obtained in

an open TEM waveguide (Fig. 2.16). Once the transistor operating characteristics

are such that the transistor operates in saturation, the resonant frequency essentially

ceases changing as the voltage increases.
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Figure 2.16: Measured S21 from unit cell embedded with a diode-connected BSS83
transistor.
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Figure 2.17: Measured resonant frequency of a unit cell embedded with a diode-
connected BSS83 transistor.
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Figure 2.18: Measured relative Q of a unit cell embedded with a diode-connected
BSS83 transistor.

In contrast to the simulation data in Fig. 2.15, the resonant frequency does change

when the transistor is operating in the deep subthreshold region. To determine the

rapidness of these property changes, the resonant frequency and Q were plotted and

compared with the analytical calculations in Figs. 2.17 and 2.18.

Both the resonance quality and resonant frequency increase in the deep sub-

threshold operating region, which is explained by the structure capacitances chang-

ing because of varying bias (this was previously ignored in the analysis in Sec. 2.4

as Cds doesn’t appreciably change with varying VGS and Cgs wasn’t relevant in de-

termining the resonant frequency in that configuration). When the voltage was in-

creased to near the threshold voltage, the resonance quality reached a maximum and

the resonant frequency became nearly constant with voltage, in agreement with the

simulations. Comparing the Q value measurements from the two configurations, the

resonance quality changes much more smoothly and slowly using the diode connected

configuration. There is also a slight increase in the amount of Q tuning (9 to 25 for

the configuration described in Sec. 2.4 versus 8 to 31 for the diode-connected config-
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uration). This shows that using a diode connected transistor can offer a significant

range resonance quality factors without modifying the resistance significantly.

2.6 Future Modifications

Looking at Fig. 2.11, the gate and drain must be shorted at RF to obtain the more

flat resonant frequency curve. For the work throughout Sec. 2.5, the gate and drain

were also physically DC connected, causing the transistor to consume a significant

amount of power. If a large valued capacitor (just to act as a RF short and a DC

block) replaced the physical connection, the gate and drain biases become seperately

controlled. The various voltages would then be tuned individually. This could poten-

tially increase the total tunable range of Q and reduce the DC power consumption.

This type of individual control may also further mitigate the undesirable shift in

resonant frequency as the structure capacitances could be compensated by the other

tunable elements.
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3

Loss Compensated and Amplifying Metamaterials

Parts of this chapter are published in “Design and Full Characterization of Planar

Active Magnetic RF Metamaterials,” IEEE AWPL.

The previous chapter described using transistors to control the bandwidth (and by

extension, the dispersivity) of a resonant metamaterial. The other primary restric-

tion of the functionality of resonant metamaterials is the occurrence of high loss

(significant attenuation of the electromagnetic power that passes through the meta-

material structure) near the material resonance. A potential solution to compensate

for this limitation uses embedded active circuits and elements in the unit cell.

Previous attempts at mitigating the loss include embedding an amplifier[47, 48,

49] or negative differential resistance (NDR) circuits[50, 51] in a metamaterial unit

cell to cancel the parasitic resistive loss (resulting in the absorption of electromag-

netic energy from the incident wave). These approaches, however, utilized unit cells

that were transmission line based, had stability issues, or are volumetrically large

(preventing dense packing of the unit cells). We present an active planar metamate-

rial unit cell that provides loss compensation and gain (amplification of the incident
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electromagnetic power) while avoiding the issues of the previously fabricated active

metamaterials.

3.1 Introduction to Negative Differential Resistance

Resistors are a fundamental passive element in circuits because all passive compo-

nents have some resistive properties. Resistance is mitigated or fully canceled with

the introduction of negative resistance elements. Using Ohm’s Law, the current that

flows through the series circuits in Fig. 3.1 depends on the sum of the positive and

negative resistances. When the total resistance is positive, the current flows from the

+

−VDC

R1

-R2
+

−VDC

R1

-R2

R  >|R  |1 2 R  <|R  |1 2

I I

Figure 3.1: Schematic of circuits with negative resistances showing current flow.

positive terminal of the voltage source to the negative terminal, which is consistent

with typical passive circuits. With these parameters (mainly the addition of the

negative resistance), the value of the current will be increased than if R1 was the

only resistor present in the circuit. When the total resistance is negative, the current

switches direction and the voltage across the negative resistor will be greater than

the supply voltage. Passive negative resistors obviously cannot exist because the sec-

ond scenario would violate the conservation of energy. In fact, the effective voltage

amplification from the negative resistance presents significant stability concerns.
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3.1.1 Stability Concerns

The creation of negative resistance introduces stability issues, especially with LC

circuit loading. There are several different types of stability criteria depending on the

application of the negative resistance. Negative resistance allows for the possibility of

a reflection coefficient to be greater than 1 introducing the possibility that oscillations

could build up and be sustained under specific conditions.

The Edwards-Sinsky criterion (Eq. 3.1) is a measure of stability based on the

S-parameters of a two port system[30].

µ “
1´ |S11|

2

|S22 ´ S˚11∆| ` |S21S12|
(3.1)

∆ “ |S11S22 ´ S12S21| (3.2)

Many metamaterials and high frequency circuits are characterized using S-parameters,

making Eq. 3.1 quite useful. When µ ă 1, the circuit isn’t unconditionally stable and

can generate oscillations when loaded a certain way. The loads that destabilize the

network are determined by stability circles on the Smith Chart (see [30] for details).

Another stability criterion that can be derived from Eq. 3.1 is the fact that the imag-

inary parts of either the input or output impedance cannot change sign (or reach

zero) if the respective real parts of the impedance are negative[37]. The latter is the

primary way that stability is ensured when the active metamaterial is measured or

applied.

3.1.2 Modern NDR Circuits

The first historical measurement of negative resistance was detected measuring an

electric arc. In the early 1900s, vacuum tubes were used to create “dynatrons” which

also produced negative resistance. Both of these types of devices had significant

drawbacks. Electric arc devices are not the most reliable and are relatively slow
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compared with the speeds that modern electronic systems work. Vacuum tubes are

quite large compared with most of the modern electronic systems around today[24].

Once the transistor was invented and characterized, Linvill developed a set of

circuits that used two transistors to transform a positive resistance to a negative

resistance[23]. With the invention of these circuits, a better understanding of neg-

ative resistance and the stability of the circuits creating it was gained. Linvill’s

circuits fell into two categories: open-circuit or short-circuit stable. Linvill was able

to guarantee stability at only the two conditions but from those simple conditions

and applying Eq. 3.1, stability using any load can be determined.

More complex circuits based on the Linvill circuits have been realized[25, 43, 44,

45], but these circuits require significant biasing networks and have increasingly large

stability issues. Many voltage-controlled oscillators function due to the intentional

destabilization of a Linvill circuit. Tunnel diodes and resonant tunneling diodes

are also used to create NDR, but the stabilizing networks for these diodes are also

nontrivial.

Recently, researchers have looked at utilizing single transistor circuits with feed-

back to create NDR[37]. A single transistor circuit generally consumes significantly

less physical space than a more complex circuit and is much easier to bias. The sin-

gle transistor circuit that produces a region of negative differential resistance (NDR)

that will be implemented in a SRR and analyzed.

3.2 Embedding an NDR Circuit in a Planar Metamaterial and Ma-
terial Characterization

To create a region of NDR, a field effect transistor (FET) can be used. While

any type of transistor can also produce an NDR region within the context of the

circuit used here, the biasing network for the FET (specifically the HJFET) is less

complex. The circuitry to create the NDR to load the SRR loop can be placed inside
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the loop, allowing for the extraction of effective material parameters, which extends

the previous unit cell characterization[37] that only used reflection measurements.

Keeping consistent with the primary restriction for creating a metamaterial, the

SRRs will be electrically small compared with the operating frequency wavelength.

3.2.1 Creating and Analyzing an NDR-Producing Circuit

Figure 3.2: Schematic of FET circuit[37] showing the embedded location in an
SRR loop

A single FET is used to create an NDR circuit if the source is loaded with a

resonating LC tank[37]. The input impedance (the impedance between the gate and

ground/drain) is calculated solving the effective RF small signal model (the input

impedance is calculated in Eq. 3.3). To keep the equation in a form in which to gain

a basic understanding of the behavior of the circuit, Cgd of the FET is ignored.

Zinpωq “
gm ` jpωC ´

1
ωL
q

Cgs

L
p1´ ω2LCq

(3.3)

The real part of the effective gate impedance (resistance) will shift from positive to

negative at the resonant frequency of the LC source tank. When Cgd is not ignored

in the impedance calculation, the resistance singularity in Eq. 3.3 becomes a zero
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resistance (and remain a zero conductance) point. This conductance zero denotes

the lower edge of the NDR frequency band, determining the minimum operating

frequency in which the circuit exhibits the potential to express gain or cancel loss.
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Figure 3.3: Experimentally measured gate impedance (Zin in Fig. 3.2) for a single
transistor circuit that produces NDR.

To verify the NDR behavior (and to determine the location of the first resistance

zero), a circuit was built using a NE3514S02 HJFET, an LC source tank resonance of

700MHz, and a 33nH inductor on the gate to stabilize the impedance measurement.

It is important to note that there is a large amount of variability between these

transistors. An example of the transistor variability comes from the threshold voltage

given in the datasheet. The HJFET transistor has a typical VT of -0.7 V, but

the range of values is between -0.2 and -2 V. Because the range of VT (and other

parameters) is so large, some tunability is required to mitigate the variability and

demonstrate the functionality of an SRR with NDR.

The gate impedance was measured using a HP8720A vector network analyzer

(VNA). The impedance curve (split into separate resistance and reactance curves

in Fig. 3.3) reveals the resistance zero to be at 680MHz, which is a little less than
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expected. This is explained by the addition of parasitic inductance from the traces

in the layout. In contrast with the previous chapters in which the inductance of

the transistor was ignored, the inductance values in the circuit are small enough

that adding a few nH will cause the resonant frequency of the LC tank to shift (the

manufacturing tolerance of the inductors also factors into the difference since the

tolerance is ˘2%).

To embed this circuit in an SRR, the resonance must be shifted to allow the

resonant frequency (a point in which the reactance is zero) to be moved to a frequency

where the gate resistance plus the loop resistance is positive to avoid instability.

The SRR loop will add further resistance and reactance, so fabrication of the SRR

requires careful selection when designing the loop to provide the necessary inductance

for stability while maintaining a strong magnetic response (shift the resonance near

the resistance zero). The capacitive gap included in the loop ensures that the SRR

will resonate as a magnetic unit cell and assists in shifting the resonance to a stable

frequency.

Recalling Eq. 1.19, the impedance term can be rewritten to separate the real and

imaginary parts of the susceptibility. Using the substitutions Z “ R ` jX, where

R “ Rring `Rcircuit and X “ ωLring ´
1

ωCgap
`Xcircuit and performing some algebra,

Eq. 1.19 is rewritten as Eq. 3.4.

χm “
µ0

V
r´

ωA2X

R2 `X2
´ j

ωA2R

R2 `X2
s (3.4)

The imaginary part of χm changes sign and becomes positive when the operating fre-

quency is within the NDR region. Converting the susceptability to the relative per-

meability preserves the positive sign from the susceptability loss term when the unit

cell is operating in the NDR region. This mathematically proves that the medium

should become a gain medium within the NDR region.
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3.2.2 Measuring and Characterizing an Active SRR with NDR

An SRR was fabricated with a carefully designed loading reactance to place the

loop resonance near the lower frequency resistance zero. A potentiometer was placed

at the transistor gate to help stabilize the circuit and to provide tunability for the

resistance zeroes. The additional gate resistance modulates the resistance curve

(Fig. 3.3), assisting in tuning the resonant frequency to a stable region. Increasing the

resistance also decreases the bandwidth where Imtµru ą 0 and shifts the maximum

gain frequency higher.

Port 1 Port 2

SRR placement

in waveguide

Potentiometer

NDR Circuit

Figure 3.4: Diagram of the location of the SRRs in a TEM waveguide and a
picture of a fabricated SRR unit cell with a resonance near 700MHz. The fabricated
loop area is a 40mm x 40mm square loop.

An SRR with the FET circuit as the loading element was fabricated to resonate

near 700 MHz (Fig. 3.4) and tuned for stability. The transistor circuit is embedded

directly inside of the loop, making the unit cell planar. Placing the circuit physically

in an SRR can occur because none of the components are ferromagnetic, meaning

the presence of the circuit does not appreciably affect the magnetic flux through the

loop. The stability of the SRR was checked up to 4 GHz by placing an external

monopole antenna connected to a spectrum analyzer near the SRR, measuring zero

extraneous signals above the noise floor.
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Figure 3.5: Transmission and reflection S-parameters for a single and two unit
cell media.

The material response of the FET loaded SRR were measured using transmission

and reflection S-parameter coefficients of a single SRR unit cell and a two SRR

unit cell medium in a TEM waveguide (the placement of the SRR is illustrated in

Fig. 3.4 and the material response is plotted in Fig. 3.5). The response demonstrates

a region directly above the resonant frequency in which the transmission coefficient

magnitude is greater than 1. To reiterate, the SRR resistance is positive at the

resonant frequency to ensure stability with gain only occurring when the resistance

is negative (the reactance cannot change sign in this region). Another important

observation from Fig. 3.5 is that the placement of two active SRRs enhances the

resonance of the single SRR (explained by the reduction in the effective volume of

the unit cell of the metamaterial).

Two passive SRR unit cells were fabricated to have a resonant frequency similar

to that of the active SRRs. A comparison between all of the active and passive unit

cells were performed to confirm that the active SRRs were actually producing gain

and cancelling the resistive losses of the SRR (Fig. 3.5). The transmission coefficient
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of total system power between one active SRR, two active
SRRs, and two passive SRRs (the S-parameters of the passive medium were shifted
by 40 MHz to provide a cleaner comparison with the active SRRs).

magnitude of the two passive SRRs remains below 1 at the measured frequencies,

in contrast to the transmission coefficient magnitude of the single and dual active

SRRs. The difference between the two transmission coefficient magnitudes demon-

strates that only the active SRRs are providing gain. The transmission and reflection

magnitudes at the resonance are also different between the passive and the active

media, showing some loss cancellation by the active circuit. These behaviors are

also experimentally confirmed by calculating the total system power for all of the

characterized configurations.

To confirm the consistency between the measurements and the calculations based

on the impedance curves of Fig. 3.3, the relative permeability of a fabricated active

cell was extracted[47, 52, 53]. Comparing the experimentally extracted permeability

with the calculated permeability (Fig. 3.7), the experiments agree with the analytical

calculations. This consistency confirms that gain can be realized in the frequency

regions in which the resistance of the SRR unit cell is negative.
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3.3 Applications of an Active SRR with an NDR Circuit

3.3.1 Characterizing an Active SRR as a NFP

SRRs can act as a near field parasitic (NFP) resonant structure in an electrically

small antenna system. Recalling from Ch. 1 (with further details in Appendix A),

using a SRR as a NFP structure creates an effective external matching network be-

tween an electrically small antenna and free space[54, 55]. Within a finite bandwidth

(specifically when the real part of the permeability of the SRR is negative or near

zero), the combined electrically small antenna system will radiate more power into

free space.

Considering that the data in Fig. 3.7 reveals that these unit cells exhibit MNG

(µ negative) and MNZ (µ near zero) behavior, we expect these unit cells to be able

to provide some efficiency enhancement when used as a near-field parasitic. For this

experiment, an electrically small loop antenna was fabricated (diameter of 3.5 cm)

and was connected to a port of the VNA used in Sec. 3.2. The reflection coefficient
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Figure 3.8: Measurement of the reflection coefficient of the loop antenna using
passive and active SRRs as near field parasitic elements.

measured by the VNA shows the efficiency of the antenna; if S11 is near 0 dB, then

most (or all if S11=0 dB) of the power supplied to the antenna is reflected back to the

port and not transmitted into free space. From the data in Fig. 3.8, nearly 90% of the

power is reflected back into the VNA port if the loop antenna is placed in free space

without any impedance matching (the black curve). When a passive SRR is placed

Table 3.1: Maximum measured far field power enhancement using a passive SRR or
the described active SRR as a near field parasitic.

Maximum Far Field Power Enhancement
Passive Active

4 dB at 725 MHz 6 dB at 745 MHz

in the near field (see Fig. 3.9), the reflection coefficient becomes lower over a finite

bandwidth. The decrease in reflected power corresponds to more power is successfully

radiating from the loop antenna, as measured by a separate antenna in the far field

of the loop antenna/SRR system (the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 3.9 and

the measurement results are tabulated in Table 3.1). When the active SRR replaces
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Figure 3.9: Experimental setup to characterize the behavior of an active SRR
with NDR acting as a near field parasitic..

the passive SRR in the near field resonant parasitic system, the reflection coefficient

curve changes from a showing a decrease in S11 to showing a region in which S11 ą 0

dB, signifying the VNA is receiving more power than it originally transmitted. This

is due to the active SRR producing gain in the coupled SRR/antenna. In conjunction

with Table 3.2, showing that the active SRR increases the far field radiation from

the loop antenna increases by 6 dB, the active SRR increases the radiative efficiency

of the loop antenna. The MNG/MNZ property of the SRR allows for more power

to be transferred into free space, but some is absorbed by the SRR, amplified, and

then re-emitted. The re-emitted energy is then either reabsorbed back into the loop

antenna or radiated out into free space.

3.3.2 Application of an SRR as a Repeater

Constituitive individual SRRs can also receive and transmit signals as single loop

antennas[17]. This behavior is consistent with a commonly used device known as

a repeater. Repeaters are commercially available to provide a boost to wireless
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signals in areas that struggle with high signal attenuation and poor signal quality.

For comparison with the event results reported in this section, the TP-LINK TL-

WA850RE N300 boosts a signal by approximately 50-60 dB and consumes about 3

W of power. The power consumption for a single active SRR is about 40 mW.

Because the active circuitry is embedded within the SRRs, the individual elements

can be considered active integrated antennas (AIAs). AIAs have been previously

constructed using separate receiving and transmitting layers[56]. Using the described

metamaterial unit cell, the receiving and transmitting antennas become one and the

same, simplifying the construction of an array of this type of antenna. Depending

on the spacing of the unit cells, the structure created by this array of “folded” AIAs

would also be considered a metamaterial. To demonstrate the functionality of an

Figure 3.10: Measurement of the reflection coefficient of the loop antenna using
passive and active SRRs as near field parasitic elements.

Table 3.2: Measured far field gain from a single unit cell used as a repeater.

Frequency Far Field Gain
700 MHz 4.0 dB
720 MHz 3.2 dB
750 MHz 1.7 dB

active unit cell as an AIA/repeater, an incident signal was transmitted through an

active SRR to a receive antenna (Fig. 3.10). The SRR was placed far enough away
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from each antenna to prevent the NFP effects that were measured and exploited in

the previous section.

The utilized SRR was tuned to have a resonant frequency of 693 MHz. The

signal gain was measured at 3 different frequencies in NDR bandwidth (Table 3.2).

The unpowered unit cell does not affect signal transmission (appears transparent)

so only active measurements were taken when the SRR was powered. The signal

amplification is consistent with previously measured shape of the imaginary part of

the permeability curve. A maximum measured gain occurs close to the resonant

frequency and falls off as the signal frequency moves away from the resonance. As

expected given the material parameters, the gain will continue to fall off until the

unit cell is transparent above the higher frequency resistance zero. As previously

mentioned, no oscillations were detected below 4 GHz, reconfirming the stability of

the circuit in this configuration.

3.4 Additional Tuning Capabilities and Future Work

The fundamental basis of incorporating a NDR circuit within an SRR is due to the

SRR loop acting as a series RLC element. Engineering the resonance to a precise

value using the SRR loop is crucial for stability and achieving maximal loss cancel-

lation and compensation (and gain). The SRRs used in the described experiments

relied on a potentiometer to tune the real part of the input circuit impedance and

modulating the resistance curve from Fig. 3.3 until the zero resistance frequency

is moved near the resonant frequency. This resistance modulation affects the band-

width of the NDR region, which can be unwanted if gain (although uneven) is desired

across the entire bandwidth.

An alternative method of tuning the SRR to ensure stability and attain maximal

loss cancellation is creating by adding a tunable reactive element in the physical

SRR loop. Most previous tunable metamaterials use a diode operating in reverse
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bias for this purpose because the DC power required for biasing to negligible due to

the small current flowing through the diode (refer to Ch. 1, Ch. 2, and Appendix D

for examples). The circuit embedded in the SRR already uses a significant amount

to power, so embedding a reverse biased diode in the loop avoids increasing the

total power consumed by the SRR even further. Using a DC voltage to control the

capacitance of the diode, the active SRR with a tunable reactance was characterized

using a TEM waveguide (Fig. 3.11). Only S21 measurements were recorded because

the previous results in Fig. 3.5 allow for the inference that the reflection coefficient

will follow the reciprocal behavior (the S11 will tend to 1 while S21 goes to 0 as the

resonant frequency will not quite be in the gain region).
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Figure 3.11: Measurement of the transmission coefficient through a capacitively
tuned active SRR unit cell. A reverse biased diode was added in the LC feedback
loop to tune the unit cell resonance. At voltages above 5.1V, the active SRR became
unstable and started oscillating its resonant frequency.

Reactance tuning will not alter the NDR bandwidth and is another mechanism

to increase the number of instanteously tunable degrees of freedom. Looking at the

results in Fig. 3.11, tuning the reactance of the loading LC loop increases the Q of

the active SRR to a very large value. In agreement with the stability analysis earlier
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this chapter, if the diode voltage is tuned to a greater magnitude, the resonance will

occur in the NDR region and destabilize the SRR. As shown in the metamaterial

application in Ch. 4, an unstable SRR is not always a hindrance, but in the previously

described and demonstrated metamaterial applications, a stable SRR is required.

Based on the experiments reported in [54, 55, 57], the existence of a SRR with

a large Q should have a direct correlation to its application as a NFP. If the Q is

very large, the bandwidth of efficiency enhancement should be significantly reduced

while the ESA system should be extremely efficient in this narrow bandwidth. In

applications in which a highly-efficient, narrowband antenna is required, the potential

deployment of using a high-Q SRR in combination with an ESA should be studied.

If this system could significantly reduce the size of such an antenna system, many

defense and public communication systems could be vastly improved.

Having access to both resistance (especially using transistors in the configurations

outlined in Ch. 2) and reactance tuning increase the amount of reconfigurability for

the active SRR. There is another potentially tunable parameter of the active SRR

system that has been fixed throughout this chapter: the resonant frequency of the

source-degenerating LC tank. Replacing the lumped capacitor in the LC tank with

a tunable capacitor would allow for the NDR frequency region to be tuned rather

than strictly fixing the region and only tuning the loading impedance. This would

increase the complexity of the active circuit and the layout of the SRR, but should be

explored to determine viability and attain an even greater level of reconfigurability.
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4

Electrically Self-Adaptive Metamaterials

As mentioned earlier, resonant structures allow for the expression of desired extreme

material parameter values, but at the cost of limited bandwidth, high dispersivity,

and high loss. The previous chapter looked at ways to overcome the loss problem

using circuits and elements that exhibit negative differential resistance, but this

solution for dealing with the high losses does not deal with the narrowband issue

or the extreme dispersiveness of the resonant metamaterial unit cells. Similar to

the work in Ch. 2, tuning has provided a simple initial solution to the bandwidth

problem in single frequency systems and provides some frequency agility.

Previous tuning systems, however, have been manually controlled which intro-

duces external circuitry and human interaction. The creation of a self-tuning meta-

material increases the complexity of the circuitry within each unit cell, but reduces

or eliminates the amount of required external control. The concept of a self-tuning

metamaterial is proposed, designed, analyzed, and discussed in this chapter.
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4.1 Modern Self-Tuning/Self-Adaptive Systems

There are examples of previous metamaterials that had some sort of self-adaptive be-

havior. Metamaterials that adapt to an incident signal’s power have been constructed

such as a RF limiter[18]. A metamaterial that self-tunes its resonant frequency based

upon varying input power has also previously been experimentally demonstrated[15].

Recently, a group presented experimental results regarding a reconfigurable antenna

(easily extending to a tunable resonant metamaterial) that changes it’s resonant

frequency between two states based on power harvesting circuits[58]. All of these

metamaterials, however, do not self-adapt to the frequency of an incident signal. To

achieve this functionality, an entirely new system must be implemented in a meta-

material.

Phase

Detector

Loop

Filter
VCO

Incident

Signal

Error

Signal

Tuning

Voltage

Figure 4.1: The block diagram of a PLL.

There are a class of circuits that adaptive themselves to correspond with an

incident signal’s frequency known as the “locked loop” class of circuits. The primarily

utilized type of a locked loop circuit is the phase locked loop (PLL)[59](Fig. 4.1). A

PLL works by comparing the phase of an incident signal to the phase of a generated

signal from a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). If the phases are different, another

signal (the “error signal”) is generated and sent through a low pass filter (often called

the “loop filter”). After the error signal is properly conditioned by the loop filter,

the signal becomes the tuning voltage for the VCO and controlling the oscillation

frequency. After the VCO is tuned, the new signal has its phase compared against the
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incident signal’s again, restarting the process (explaining why the “loop” designation

fits).

There are other examples of frequency locking in circuits such as the behavior

known as injection locking[60]. If an incident signal interacts with an oscillator

and the strength of the incident signal is large enough, the signal can “pull” the

oscillator’s signal frequency to its own frequency (an example of this behavior will

be shown later this chapter). This effect can be considered parasitic, causing issues in

RF systems and oscillators, or can be viewed as beneficial for stabilizing the output

of a VCO.

4.2 High-Level Design of a Self-Adaptive Metamaterial

Material

State

Sense and

Track State

Detection On

Detection Off

Figure 4.2: High-level description of a two-state self-adaptive metamaterial.

The basic structure for the self-adaptive metamaterial relies on the creation of

a unit cell that can be toggled between two states (Fig. 4.2). The “off-state” refers

to the state during which the metamaterial is in a passive, resonant material state.

The “on-state” refers to the state during which the metamaterial is able to sense and

tune its resonant frequency.

The two-state implementation provides the simple framework to create one of

these self-tuning metamaterials and can be expanded into a collection of functional

blocks just like the PLL (Fig. 4.1). When the metamaterial is in the on-state, a PLL-

like functionality is needed to change the resonant frequency to an incident signal’s
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frequency. Once the resonant frequency is tuned to the desired value, the metama-

terial must then lock its resonant frequency until the incident signal is changed or if

the metamaterial is toggled to the off-state. If the metamaterial is eventually toggled

back to the off-state, the tuned metamaterial must preserve its resonant frequency

through the on-off transition.

The high-level idea of a self-adaptable metamaterial is very conceptually simple

but requires the careful design and implementation of some complex circuits. Fully

functional PLLs are one of the most complicated systems to implement so the design

of every functional block must be examined separately. The details and challenges

of implementing and connecting these functional blocks will be discussed in the next

section.

4.3 Designing the Functional Blocks of a Self-Adaptive System

Refering back to the PLL architecture (Fig. 4.1), the basic framework from which to

design a self-adaptive metamaterial is provided. The first block to examine is how

to design the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), which will provide a physical mea-

surable signal that is the functional equivalent of the unit cell’s resonant frequency.

The error detection block is the next part of the system that should be examined

and designed because knowing the shape of the error signal is necessary to design the

feedback block. This final functional block is effectively the loop filter, converting the

error signal to a DC tuning voltage, which in turn, controls the oscillation frequency

of the VCO (and, by extension, the resonant frequency of the metamaterial).

4.3.1 Voltage Controlled Oscillators

VCOs are an extremely common component of wireless communication systems.

VCOs generate the transmitted carrier signals that contain encoded information and

create the signals required to recover said information. The design of a VCO typically
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involves creating a negative differential resistance within the frequency region of

a circuit resonance (the opposite condition from what was desired for the circuit

employed to create NDR in Ch. 3).

We can split transistor-based oscillators into two fundamental categories: single

transistor oscillators and cross-coupled transistor oscillators. Single transistor oscil-

lators are essentially circuits adapted from the vacuum-tube Colpitts oscillator[61],

using LC networks to provide positive feedback and drive the transistor into oscil-

lation. From the initial Colpitts oscillator, the other types of commonly used single

transistor oscillator circuits (Hartley, Gouriet-Clapp) are easily derived by modi-

fying the positive feedback networks[30, 62]. Cross-coupled transistor oscillators

also rely on positive feedback between the two transistors and are known as astable

multivibrators[63]. The multivibrator architecture is more commonly used in on-chip

integrated circuit design and also led to the development of many important digital

circuits such as latches, flip-flops, and one shot timers.

For implementation in a metamaterial unit cell in which the use of the simplest

(and, in terms of layout, smallest) circuit is desired, a single transistor oscillator is

the type of oscillator circuit that will be used. Looking at the basic loop structure

of an SRR and recalling that it is effectively an RLC circuit, the physical SRR can

be used as the LC feedback path in a Gouriet-Clapp voltage controlled oscillator

(VCO) loop architecture (Fig. 4.3). This type of VCO is typically tuned by varying

the capacitance of encompassed in the Z3 impedance but this is not the only element

that can be tuned to modulate the oscillation frequency. Solving for the circuit

impedance and equating the reactance to zero, the oscillator frequency is determined

by Eq. 4.1[64].

fres “
1

2π
a

L3pC
´1
3 ` C´11 ` C´12 q

´1
(4.1)

The resonant frequency is dependent on the values of all three capacitors, therefore
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of a Gouriet-Clapp VCO and the implementation of a
hybrid SRR-VCO.

tuning any of the capacitors will then tune the circuit oscillation frequency. The Z3

gap capacitance can then remain undisturbed, assisting in the SRR material response

when the overall structure is not oscillating.

Having the SRR function within the confines of a Gouriet-Clapp VCO also pro-

duces another benefit. When the VCO is off, the additional transistor and capacitors

then act as loading elements for the SRR when acting as a material. This symmetry

allows for the exact SRR resonant frequency to be known when the VCO is on as the

SRR will self-oscillate at its resonant frequency. With the generation of a resonant

frequency signal, this signal can be used to determine if the SRR needs to self-adapt.

The change in the generated signal’s frequency will correspond to a change in the

passive material resonant frequency which is the fundamental property required to

design the system described in Sec. 4.2.

4.3.2 RF Frequency Mixing

Once the VCO is designed, the next functional block to design and analyze is the

error detection block. A signal’s frequency is determined by the derivative of its

phase, meaning that if the phase of two signals are equal, then their frequencies
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are equal. This is the reason explaining why the PLL locks the frequency as well

as the phase. The inverse (the phase of two signals are equal if their frequencies

are equal) is not necessarily true as the integration of frequency potentially yields a

constant, which offsets the phase. Fortunately, because metamaterials mostly operate

as passive structures, locking only the resonant frequency for a self-adaptive system.

This relaxes constraints for the error detection to being able to resolve if the incident

signal frequency and generated signal frequency are different. Being able to ignore

the phase differences allows the implementation of the error detection block to be a

simple frequency mixer.

Any time-varying or nonlinear device has the ability to mix two (or more) signals.

Description of the mixing functionality of the diode provides the easiest explanation

describing the mathematical basis behind mixing. Recalling the Shockley equation

(Eq. 1.22), the current of a diode is related to the voltage across the diode through an

exponential relationship. Using a Taylor series expansion of the exponential function

(Eq. 4.2), the current through a diode is essentially an infinite sum of exponents of

the voltage.

ex “
8
ÿ

k“0

xk

k!
“ 1` x`

x2

2
`
x3

6
` ... (4.2)

If the voltage across the diode is two time-varying signals, the signals will mix in

the following way (only looking at the first and second order terms and ignoring the

higher order expansion coefficients).

xptq “ cospω1tq ` cospω2tq (4.3)

x2ptq “ cosp2ω1tq ` cosp2ω2tq ` cosppω1 ´ ω2qtq ` cosppω1 ` ω2qtq (4.4)

A two-tone voltage across a nonlinear device will create currents with several mixing

products. The most important for this application is the difference frequency, which

can be isolated and extracted using an analog low pass filter. The nonlinearity of the
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diode will produce higher order harmonics and mixing products but power of these

mixed signal products decreases as the harmonic level increases.

For the implementation of a mixer in a system to add the self-adapting function-

ality to a SRR, the mixer will need to be able to interfere the signal generated from

the unit cell with an incident signal. Multiple implementations of specific placement

of the mixer within the self-adapting system will be demonstrated in the Secs. 4.4

and 4.5. This block is the crucial part of the system as it generates the signal that is

used to determine if the SRR needs to be tuned or if the SRR’s resonant frequency

needs to be locked.

4.3.3 Feedback System Design

Once the difference signal is produced by a mixer, a feedback loop must be built to

determine if the SRR needs to be tuned and, if tuning is required, tune the system.

The feedback system must take the available difference signal and convert this signal

to a DC tuning voltage that controls the resonant frequency of the SRR. Fig. 4.4

outlines such a feedback system and how this system fits within the confines of the

overall two state metamaterial.

Since the difference signal is the important signal generated from the mixer, the

output signal from the mixer must be filtered to remove the initial generated and

incident signals as well as the moderately high power intermodulation products. Fil-

tering the mixer output provides some control on determining the functional tunable

range as a low pass filter will typically function at DC while providing an upper

limit on the detectable difference frequency. A wideband bandpass filter is ideal in

this system to set cutoffs for the minimum and maximum difference frequency but in

the actual self-adaptive systems (Figs. 4.6, 4.8, 4.11, and 4.12), a low pass filter was

implemented. The filtered signal can then be fed into the input of an RF detector

or another circuit that detects RF power.
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Figure 4.4: A slightly more detailed high-level functional block diagram used to
create a self-adaptive SRR.

RF detectors convert incident RF power to a DC voltage. This is equivalent to

the behavior of a rectifier, which could be employed in this feedback system, but

there are enough inexpensive and commercially available RF detectors in the market

that really reduce the need to design such a rectifier. The DC output from the

RF detector is an analog voltage that depends upon the input RF power (Fig. 4.5).

Several of these commercially available RF detectors use logarithmic amplifiers rather

than just diodes for the circuit rectification (such as the MAX9933). This makes the

RF detector active, increasing the total system power but creating a very linear

relationship between the input RF power and output DC voltage

When the difference signal decreases past the lower cutoff frequency, the DC

output of the RF detector will drop precipitously. As the SRR is going to resonate

(and, therefore, oscillate) on the order of 1 GHz, 1 MHz accuracy is sufficient to
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Figure 4.5: Measured DC output from a MAX9933 RF detector varying the
difference between the generated and incident signal frequencies.

prove that the feedback system works. This type of rapid decrease in voltage allows

for the use of a comparator to convert the analog DC output from the RF detector

to a binary signal. The binary signal is what will inform the rest the feedback system

to either adjust the SRR resonant frequency or lock the frequency.

The rest of the feedback loop is based on using a digital potentiometer to control

the VCO tuning voltage. The application of the potentiometer essentially reduces

the potentiometer circuit to a reconfigurable voltage divider as the wiper location

between the two powered terminals determines the wiper voltage. The ability to

tune the wiper voltage from ground to the DC supply rail provides the VCO tuning

range while ensuring that this voltage is a stable DC voltage.

The potentiometer utilized in the implementation of the self-adaptive system was

an Analog Devices AD5228 32-position digital IC potentiometer. This particular po-

tentiometer was designed to be used with push buttons to control the wiper position

using internal debounced edge-detection circuitry. Another part of the push-button
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functionality is that if a button is continuous pressed, the potentiometer will enter

a “scan” mode, continuously incrementing or decrementing its wiper position every

0.6 seconds until the button was released.

This scan mode can be exploited in the creation of the potentiometer control

circuitry as the comparator outputs a binary signal depending on if the generated

and incident frequencies are different. As long as the two frequencies are different,

the comparator will continue to output a binary 1. The high state can then be

connected to the gate of a switching transistor, effectively acting as a continuously

pressed push button. The replacement of the push button with a switching transistor

changes any mechanical control of the potentiometer to electrical control, ensuring

that the feedback system can act on its own without any physical intervention.

4.4 Modular Implementation of a Self-Adaptive Metamaterial

With all the modules required for the construction of a self-adaptive metamaterial

individually designed and detailed, experiments to prove and validate the methods

described in this chapter can be done. Starting with the implementation of the VCO

in the SRR and switching the SRR in to the on-state, a signal representative of the

resonant frequency can be generated and fed into a mixer with an incident signal.

Following the block diagram in Fig. 4.4, the output of the mixer is filtered and fed

into an RF detector to convert the difference signal into a DC voltage to convert

the signal processing from RF/analog processing to a DC/digital processing. This

conversion presents two advantages: DC signal processing is much easier to design

and construct and the DC system can be completely isolated from the RF electronics

without causing issues with the SRR/VCO operation. The DC circuitry then tunes

or locks the VCO tuning voltage and the loop restarts until the SRR is toggled to

the off-state.
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4.4.1 MOSFET-based Implementation

Figure 4.6: Modular implemention and measurement setup for a self-tuning SRR
using a BSS83 MOSFET.

The initial demonstration of a self-adapting SRR used a BSS83 MOSFET to drive

the VCO, 2 SMV1405 diodes operating in reverse bias to provide tunable capacitors

for Z1 and Z2 (recall from Fig. 4.3), a MAX9933 RF Detector , and an AD5228 digital

potentiometer (Fig. 4.6). The RF detector sets the minimum difference frequency to

around 1MHz, (this is slightly adjustable using a tunable filtering capacitor) and the

potentiometer was controlled using switching transistors as described in Sec. 4.3.3.

The potentiometer wiper can only source 1 mA of current, so the voltage was fed

into a non-inverting buffer that is able to provide the required current to drive the

transistor.

The specific operation of the modularly connected system depended on the SRR
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Figure 4.7: Demonstration of resonance change and lock with the driving transis-
tor a BSS83 MOSFET. This implementation of the system has an extremely limited
functional tunable range due to the structure capacitances of the transistor.

radiating the generated signal and detecting this signal with an external antenna.

The feed from the antenna was amplified using a Mini-Circuits ZRL-3500 RF ampli-

fier and fed into the LO port of a Mini-Circuits ZX05-C24-S+ frequency mixer. The

output of a function generator was directly connected to the RF port of the mixer.

This particular mixer is passive and has only 6 dB of conversion loss while providing

decent isolation (ą20 dB typically) from LO and RF ports to the IF port preventing

unwanted feedthrough. The mixed signal from the IF port was then amplified using

an Amplifier Research 1W1000 RF Amplifier to boost the power of the difference

signal. This amplified signal was filtered using a Mini-Circuits VLF-52+ low pass

filter and finally fed into the RF detector. The entire system was then powered and

used tune the resonant frequency of an SRR (Fig. 4.7).

4.4.2 HJFET-based Implementation

The structure capacitances of the MOSFET are large („ 1 pF), preventing the SRR

resonant frequency from having a large functional self-adaptive range. The oscil-

lations generated by the MOSFET-based VCO also weren’t very strong, requiring

additional amplification to boost the difference signal after being mixed with the inci-
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Figure 4.8: Modular implementation and measurement setup for a self-tuning
SRR using a NE3514S02 HJFET.

dent signal. This amplifier consumes a large amount of power, drastically increasing

the total power needed to operate the system. Modifications and improvements

needed to be made to the individual components of the system to at minimum get

rid of the second amplifier and increase the functional range of the self-adaptive

system.

The primary modification made was to replace the MOSFET with a NE3514S02

HJFET, a transistor with significantly smaller structure capacitances („ 100 fF) and

greater transconductance (5 mA/V for the MOSFET and 80 mA/V for the HJFET).

This change necessitated that a few modifications regarding the capacitors providing

Z1 and Z2 impedances be made. Due to the structure of the HJFET (the gate and

drain are no longer isolated by an oxide but rather a pn-junction and the threshold

voltage is negative), Z1 was replaced with a physical lumped 4 pF capacitor while
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Z2 remained a SMV1405 diode operating in reverse bias.

Another secondary modification to the system was needed regarding the DC

circuitry in the feedback loop. The MOSFET was tested with a tuning voltage

range of 0-5 V but the HJFET can only handle a drain-to-source voltage up to 3

V (maximum is rating is a 4 V but any voltage spike higher than that burned up

the transistor). To implement the HJFET, the DC circuitry needed to be adapted

to work with a 3 V supply. The RF detector did not need to be changed (actually

specified in the datasheet for a 3 V supply) but the comparator and buffer needed

to be slightly modified.

Figure 4.9: Demonstration of the tuning range of the HJFET-based self-adaptive
SRR. Note that the generated oscillation frequencies are roughly the same as the
passive resonant frequencies for the same bias voltage.

The unit cell was placed in a measurement setup (Fig. 4.8) for demonstration

and characterization (Fig. 4.9). The reduction of the structure capacitances provide

a large increase in the functional range of the self-adaptive system (nearly an order

of magnitude larger than the MOSFET-based system). The increase in transcon-

ductance also increases the oscillating current within the structure, increasing the

generated radiation from the SRR and eliminating the need for the second signal
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amplification. All other aspects of the setup were identical to that of the MOSFET

measurement setup.

4.5 Miniaturizing the Self-Tuning System

Replacing the MOSFET with a HJFET simplified the feedback network, reduced

the total power consumption, and increased the functional self-adaptive range, but

making that single change is not enough to really demonstrate a self-adaptive system

within a metamaterial. The size of the total system was still prohibitively large and

the SRR did not really sense anything since the incident signal is directly connected

to an external mixer not embedded in the metamaterial. To actually demonstrate a

self-adaptive metamaterial, the entire system must be miniaturized to the point of

being able to fit in a subwavelength unit cell.

4.5.1 Shrinking the Functional Modules

A significant amount of power is wasted (path loss, etc.) in the previously employed

self-adaptive system setups. The SRR radiates its generated signal to an external

antenna that must then be amplified before feeding into the mixer. The mixing block

is crucial to the operation of the DC feedback network and the system but extracting

the difference signal in this fashion is inefficient. Therefore, the mixing block is the

first module that should be miniaturized and embedded within the SRR.

Diodes are not the only nonlinear or time-varying devices in existence capable

of mixing two signals. Transistors are also able to mix signals and typically attain

higher mixing efficiencies than diodes[20]. This is advantageous for the SRR-VCO

hybrid system as the transistor can simultaneously act as an oscillator and a mixer,

allowing for the necessary mixing to happen within the SRR unit cell. This type of

mixer is called a self-oscillating mixer (SOM) because the mixer generates its own LO

signal. This would greatly reduce the size of the system and significantly decrease
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the total power as the amplification from the detecting antenna to the external LO

mixer port would no longer be required.
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Figure 4.10: Demonstration of the SRR-VCO hybrid structure and it’s function
as an SOM.

So far, the SOM behavior of the SRR unit cell has not been exploited since the

direct external detection of the difference signal is difficult due to the wavelength of

the difference signal being several orders of magnitude larger than the loop length.

This restricts the ability to exploit the SOM behavior to requiring signal extraction

directly from the loop. Directly connecting to the loop can introduce extra loops,

potentially altering the stabilization of the transistor circuit (prevent the VCO from

oscillating or introducing additional oscillations). Additional loops within the SRR
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structure can also affect the passive material resonance, which is also undesirable.

To successfully extract the difference signal and minimize the additional effects in-

troduced from having internal circuitry, a circuit that has high impedance at high

frequencies and low impedance at lower frequencies is required.

Cascaded inductors and RF chokes generally solve this problem, but their self-

resonant frequency becomes a worry since the SOM produces several higher order

mixing products that could feedthrough to the RF detector. To ensure that the

higher frequency mixing products are suppressed, a combination of low pass filters

and inductors is required rather than just a series of cascaded inductors. Such a

system was implemented and used to measure the fedthrough signals and mixing

products (Fig. 4.10). Additional filters were added to reduce presence of unwanted

signals and connected together using the same parts previously mentioned for the

modular construction of the self-tuning SRR with a NE3514S02 driving transistor.

The relocation of the mixer into the unit cell confines a significant amount of the

modular system within the SRR loop (Fig. 4.11) and significantly reduces the size of

the self-adaptive system from the both the MOSFET (Fig. 4.6) and HJFET setups

(Fig. 4.8).

Figure 4.11: Demonstration of resonance change and lock with the driving tran-
sistor a NE3514S02 HJFET
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The unit cell was able to be shrunk down to a 4” ˆ 4” square, but further re-

duction is needed to make this unit cell ready for application. The next step in the

reduction is to embed the DC circuitry within the unit cell. Using many of the same

techniques that have been previously employed in the design and construction of

passive tunable metamaterials (see Ch. 1 and Appendix D), the comparator, poten-

tiometer, and the potentiometer control system were implemented within the unit

cell (Fig. 4.12). This new, more compact unit cell has the dimensions of 2”ˆ3” and

(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: Top view (a) and front view (b) of the self-adaptive SRR system
with DC circuitry embedded within the SRR. The RF detector is still located outside
the unit cell to prevent the fields of the incident and generated signals from coupling
directly to the RF detector (the fedthrough signal can mask the difference signal and
prevent the system from working).

can conceivably be considered a metamaterial unit cell (for reference, the operating

wavelength is greater than 12”). The RF detector and filtering still aren’t on the

unit cell but that is due to electromagnetic effects that will be discussed in the next

section.
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4.5.2 Challenges of Decreasing the Unit Cell Volume

As with any system that involves electromagnetic signals, there were several chal-

lenges throughout the design process. This section discusses the primary challenges

of miniaturizing the self-adaptive system.

Unwanted Signal Detection

The primary issue affecting the self-adaptive system is the fact that the conductive

traces comprising the unit cell layout absorb some of the incident electromagnetic

energy (Fig. 4.13). If an incident signal hits the self-adaptive SRR in the correct
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Figure 4.13: Simulated signal feedthrough for the self-adaptive SRR in Fig. 4.12.
S31 and S41 are the transmission coefficients for a signal incident on the SRR to
the input and output terminals of the filter, respectively. This is a measure of the
incident signal being able to interfere with the signal going to the RF detector and
masking the difference signal.

polarization for Faraday induction to occur, only 6 dB of power is attenuated before

the signal reaches the input terminal of an “on-chip” filter. What is more disturbing

is that the filter is effectively useless as the power received at the filter output terminal

just from the incident signal is only attenuated 12 dB when it needs to be attenuated
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nearly 60-80 dB so that only the difference signal is detected by the RF detector.

This requires the RF filtering and detection to be located outside the unit cell and

far enough away from the incident signal’s field.

The same issue reoccurs when the SRR is oscillating. When in the on-state, the

SRR is a resonant loop antenna with a resonant frequency equal to the oscillation

frequency, causing the generated signal to radiate extremely efficiently. This behav-

ior is good for mixing with an incident signal as the created difference signal will

have more power than if the resonant and oscillation frequencies were different, but

the additional radiation is also detected by the copper traces in the layout. If the

oscillation is strong enough, the generated fields will add to the incident fields further

hindering the detection of the difference signal. Another consideration regarding the

generated signal is that the SRR will align both of the magnetic fields to have a max-

imum in the interior of the unit cell, increasing the effects that hide the difference

signal even more.

Injection Locking

Another issue that can plague the self-adaptive unit cell is the presence of injection

locking. Restating from Sec. 4.1, injection locking occurs when an incident signal

is introduced into an oscillator[60]. If the incident signal’s power is great enough,

it will “pull” and tune the generated oscillation frequency. In the instance of the

self-adaptive system, if the incident power is too large, the VCO in the SRR will

get pulled to the incident frequency’s signal without actually self adjusting tuning

to it. When this happens, the RF detector will no longer detect a difference signal

and the feedback system will lock the VCO’s tuning voltage. When the system is

switched to the off-state or if the incident signal is removed (Fig. 4.14), the actual

SRR resonant frequency will be revealed as something different from the incident

frequency. This is undesirable as the SRR will have only partially self-adapted and
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Figure 4.14: Demonstration of injection locking in a self-oscillating mixer. The
incident signal’s power was significantly greater than the oscillation strength such
that the natural SRR oscillation frequency was pulled when the incident signal was
illuminating the SRR.

limits the maximum amount of power that the incident signal can have.

4.6 Real-Time Demonstration of a Self-Adaptive Metamaterial Unit
Cell

To show the SRR’s capability to self-adapt in real time, a series of stills was captured

in real time. Initially the SRR was tuned to its maximum resonant frequency (« 971

MHz) and we wanted to tune it to 967 MHz. The SRR was first illuminated with a

967 MHz incident signal (Fig. 4.15) and then the SRR was switched into the on-state

(Fig. 4.16). The SRR automatically self-adapted its resonant frequency to 967 MHz

(Fig. 4.17) and locked to the incident signal. To demonstrate that the frequency was

locked and to tune to a different frequency, the frequency of the incident signal was

decreased by 10 MHz (Fig. 4.18). Because this tuning range was larger, the motion

of the self-adaptive system in action was captured (Fig. 4.19). The SRR continued
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to self-tune its resonant frequency until that frequency was the same value as the

incident signal again (Fig. 4.20).

With the idea of a self-adaptive metamaterial unit cell designed and demonstrated

in a functionally manageable form, the functional blocks that comprise the self-tuning

system can be individually fined tuned and improved. A few suggested improvements

for the self-adaptive system are discussed in Sec 5.2.1.
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Figure 4.15: Incident RF signal that the SRR will tune its resonant frequency to.

Figure 4.16: Incident tuning signal and initial SRR resonant frequency signal.
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Figure 4.17: Locked SRR resonant frequency signal.

Figure 4.18: Modified tuning incident signal and previously locked SRR resonant
frequency signal.
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Figure 4.19: Demonstration of SRR self-tuning down to the modified tuning
signal’s frequency.

Figure 4.20: Demonstration of resonance change and lock with the driving tran-
sistor a NE3514S02 HJFET
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5

Summary and Future Work

5.1 Summary

Based upon the general definition of a metamaterial as simply a periodic arrangement

of engineered subwavelength unit cells, there is a vast design space in which these

structures can be designed. Without constraints regarding passivity or bandwidth

limitation, engineered materials with parameters ranging from typical dielectric-like

to the exotic (i.e. negative permeability) can be designed and fabricated.

Many passive metamaterial structures have already been experimentally demon-

strated showing a wide range of achievable parameter values and applications within

electromagnetic systems. With the success of all the prior experiments, many within

the metamaterial community have started to research different ways to extract ex-

otic behaviors by discovering and inventing different types of constitutive unit cells.

There are others, however, that have chosen to work on improving the functional-

ity on the already experimentally proven unit cells. The work in this document is

an expansion in the latter school of thought, taking the existing passive unit cell

structures and making them active through the use of transistor-based circuits and
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devices.

The simplest use of a transistor within a metamaterial exploits the multiple tun-

able element derived from the physical structure of the transistor. These elements

are controlled using only DC voltages, keeping the control circuitry simple. The con-

figuration of a transistor embedded within an SRR such that the drain and source is

connected to the loop can be utilized in several ways. Ch. 2 deals with using a tran-

sistor configured as previously described to control the value of Q of a metamaterial.

In this chapter, such a metamaterial unit cell was designed, simulated, fabricated,

and experimentally validated from the perspective of an RLC circuit, including the

derivation of Q and how the resonant frequency changes with varying DC bias. In

the final section of the chapter, we also show how a simple modification reduces the

frequency change while maintaining a large tunable range for values of Q.

Ch. 3 presents a novel application of a modified common source amplifier used to

create a stable metamaterial unit cell that is loss compensated and able to produce

gain at frequencies while Retµr ă 1u. Treating the SRR loop as the load of the

modified common source amplifier (and recalling that this load is a feedback path

connecting the input and output terminals), a frequency region of NDR is created.

After analyzing the circuit and extracting the material parameters, both loss com-

pensation and gain effects were confirmed. The SRR was then applied as a repeater

and as a near field parasitic to help increase the efficiency of RF antenna systems.

In Ch. 4, a self-adaptive system was developed and implemented within a SRR.

This system can be simplified to that contained 3 basic functional blocks. The first

block consisted of a single transistor Gouriet-Clapp VCO embedded in an SRR which,

along with the SRR loop structure acting as a loop antenna, also behaves like a self

oscillating mixer (mixing the generated signal with a received incident signal). The

second block combines analog filtering (to isolate the difference signal) and an RF

detector (to convert the difference signal to a DC voltage). The third and final block
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includes a potentiometer (and the requisite control circuitry) to tune or lock the

control voltage of VCO. This is one of the first “smart” metamaterials comprised by

a modular combination of several useful RF circuits.

5.2 Projects Related to the Self-Adaptive Metamaterial

5.2.1 Functionality Improvements

The physically implemented self-tuning system demonstrates the proof of concept

for a “smart” self-adaptive metamaterial, but the current system is limited in it’s

functionality. One of the largest issues in the development of the self-tuning metama-

terial is that the incident and generated RF signals have enough energy to appreciably

affect the circuitry contained within the metamaterial unit cell. This issue is exacer-

bated by the fact that the filter, RF detector, and feedback network were all created

using discrete components, forcing the layout to have longer traces that could ab-

sorb RF energy. If the feedback network could be reduced to a small chip and placed

in a shielded area, some of these issues could be solved. This approach, however,

could become cost prohibitive as the design and fabrication of chips is expensive and

shielding the DC circuitry and RF detector would reduce the total magnetic flux

flowing through the loop, reducing the potential polarizability.

Another issue with the functionality of the self-tuning system is the fact that

potential tunable range is very small (around 1-2% around 900MHz). Due to the

dynamics of the VCO-SRR system, the tunable reactance isn’t in the typical location

for a Gouriet-Clapp oscillator. The location of the tunable capacitor in parallel with

the drain to source capacitance of the transistor inhibits the maximum tunable range

since the resonant frequency is based off the series combination of all the capacitances

from the circuit. To improve the tunable range, the tuning element may need to be

moved from its current location to the SRR loop, which would increase the complexity

of the control circuitry. Another potential improvement regarding the tunable range
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would be to change the transistor from the current design, which can only handle

4V across the drain to source terminals. Most diodes do not have a wide capacitive

tuning range in such a small voltage range. Increasing the potential tuning voltage

range could help overcome this issue.

There is a frequency offset between the oscillation and resonant frequency that

must be considered. The transistor structure capacitances (especially Cgs) will

slightly change when the VCO is toggled between on and off. This can be miti-

gated through the use of externally calibrated components that switch on and off

depending on the state of the SRR-VCO.

The final glaring issue with the current self-adaptive system is the relative lack

of “smart-ness” of the frequency search and lock circuitry. In the experimentally

demonstrated self-adaptive system, the unit cell can only self-tune if the incident

frequency is lower than the initial metamaterial resonant frequency. If the previous

condition isn’t met, the unit cell will self-tune to it’s minimum achieveable resonant

frequency and then stop. Improvements to the search and lock circuitry must be

made before the system is commercially viable, such as resetting the tuned reso-

nant frequency to the greatest possible frequency if the minimum is reached without

locking.

A smaller issue with the self-tuning system is the lack of mechanical robustness.

The unit cell is the combination of the SRR unit cell, with embedded circuity, and

the RF detector board, connected through three DC wires and a low pass filter.

The entire system should be enclosed in some type of housing to prevent mechanical

damage and improve the aesthetics.

5.2.2 Potential Applications

The self-adaptive system can be ported into other resonant series systems as the

basic concept relies simply on driving a resonant circuit to force oscillations to be
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generated. One such instance of a potential application is use in a self-adaptive RF

notch filter. If a broadband signal is received at an antenna with a single frequency,

high power (compared with the rest of the signal) interferer, this system could be

implemented to filter out the interfering signal and maintain a large portion of the

broadband signal. The filter’s resonant frequency would be generated by using the

VCO-like architecture and would change this frequency to match the interferer’s

frequency. There are a few details that would change from the metamaterial imple-

mentation, but the concept is directly portable to this sort of system.

5.3 Future Directions and Other Projects

5.3.1 Future non-Transistor Based Projects

Ch. 4 and Appendix B reference a device called a tunnel diode. This particular de-

vice has the unique characteristics of having a DC bias region in which the current

decreases as the applied voltage increases.The slope of the I-V curve in this region

reveals that this device exhibits negative differential resistance, which, just like a

transistor, can be used for amplification and oscillation (as shown in Ch. 4). The

difference between a transistor and tunnel diode is that a tunnel diode is a two ter-

minal element. Removing the additional terminal prevents the diode from having

some of the novel properties of a transistor, but the removal of a terminal can poten-

tially simplify a circuit layout. Implement tunnel diodes within metamaterials has

been previously attempted[50, 65, 66, 67, 68], but these metamaterials have stability

issues or are biased to ignore the stability at the cost of not being able to achieve

maximum gain. An attempt to reduce the layout complexity and extract gain out of

one of these devices should be undertaken to compare with the results described in

Ch. 3.
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5.3.2 Future Transistor Based Projects

Because all the work done in this dissertation employed single transistor circuits, the

use of additional transistors will significantly expand upon this work. In Ch. 2, a

single transistor was used as a tunable resistor to create a transistor with a tunable

quality factor. By incorporating an additional transistor alongside the already imple-

mented device, even more control of the loading circuit properties is attained. The

use of 2 MOSFETs in parallel would help to increase the attainable range of resis-

tances and increase the control of the capacitance. In Ch. 4, the replacement of the

tunable diode with a transistor configured to act as a varactor could help to increase

the range of achievable capacitance values. Most RF circuits can benefit from using

transistors configured in different ways to replace two terminal passive components.

This replacement does come at the cost of increased bias circuitry complexity, but a

greater increase of control over the individual components is acquired.

Another potentially useful application for the active metamaterial described in

Ch. 3 is to tune the circuit plus the SRR loop response to have only positive resistance

values with the resistance of a single frequency near zero. The unit cell could then be

tuned to have a resonance near this minimum resistance value to attempt to achieve

an extremely high Q metamaterial without having extraneous out-of-band gain. If

this type metamaterial was demonstrated, a near perfect RF reflector or a volumetric

bandpass or bandstop filter could be constructed. An array of these unit cells could

also be tuned such that the unit cell resonant frequencies are all slightly offset from

one another, creating another bandpass or bandstop filter that has a wide bandwidth

with extremely sharp out-of-band roll-off.

Since transistors are such versatile devices, many types of circuits can be imple-

mented within of metamaterials. Transistor circuits have been used to synthesize

arbitrary impedances at RF beyond the basic capacitance and resistance tuning
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demonstrated in Ch. 2. Other types of impedance tuning and cancellation should

be explored to fully determine the limits of embedding active transistor circuits in

metamaterial unit cells. A treatment on the creation of a tunable active inductance is

in Appendix C, but there is an even more powerful potential application of transistor

circuits within metamaterials.

As mentioned in Chs. 1 and 2, resonant inclusions are required for the expression

of extreme material parameters because the material must be highly dispersive. For

passive materials, this is mandated by physics and will prevent nonresonant meta-

materials from expressing interesting properties like reasonably low loss negative

permittivity and permeability. Fortunately, non-resonant active metamaterials are

likely not restricted by the same constraints. Revisiting the analysis in Sec. 1.2 and

building the proper transistor circuit, the loop impedance can be modified and syn-

thesized to remove the frequency dependence of the polarizability. Thus, the creation

of such an impedance would lead to a nondispersive (and nonresonant) metamaterial

with the ability to express extreme material parameters with low loss over a wide

bandwidth. This is one of most crucial aspects of metamaterials that must be solved,

especially for cloaks and lenses, before commercial acceptance is attained.
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Appendix A

Using an SRR as a Near-Field Parasitic for
Enhanced Radiation Efficiency

In Ch. 1, the application of metamaterials for use as near-field parasitics to improve

the efficiency of electrically small antennas (ESAs) within a finite bandwidth was

briefly mentioned. An example of how to apply an active metamaterial in such a

fashion was demonstrated in Ch. 3 without really discussing a bit of the details. This

appendix is meant to further increase the reader’s understanding regarding using

metamaterials as a near field parasitic or externally coupled matching network.

Due to space constraints within several RF systems, having electrically small

antennas is essentially required due to the minimized physical size of the overall

system. ESAs are naturally able to radiate signals across a broad bandwidth without

variations in efficiency. A Hertzian dipole is an example of an ESA because the

radiation resistance becomes nearly constant once the size of the antenna decreases

below λ{10).Unfortunately, while the radiation efficiency of an ESA is constant over

a wide range of frequencies, the efficiency is very poor. The measurement of the S11

parameter typically characterizes how efficiently an antenna operates by quantifying
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the amount of power that is reflected from the antenna/interconnect interface. To

demonstrate the efficiency of an ESA, the S11 parameters for two antennas resonant

near 2 GHz was measured between 500-1000 MHz (A.1).

It is clear from Fig. A.1 that nearly all of the power delivered to the antenna is
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Figure A.1: Reflection coefficient measurements for a monopole antenna that was
designed to be resonant at 1.65GHz.

reflected back into the system and does not get radiated away as electromagnetic

radiation. From the data, nearly 99% of the energy delivered to the antenna is never

radiated at 750MHz. Having some sort of modification that increases the efficiency of

these antennas would greatly benefit many RF systems by eliminating a significant

amount of wasted power as well as increasing the strength and efficiency of the

radiated electromagnetic signals.

Based upon previous research and experimental results[54, 55], metamaterials

can be used as impedance matching networks for electrically small antennas. The

radiated energy from an antenna is governed by the Poynting vector (Eq. A.1)[57].

~S “ ~E ˆ ~H˚ “ RetSu ` ImtSu (A.1)
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The idea is to attempt to reduce the imaginary part of the Poynting vector to zero

by the addition of an additional element in the near field (see [? 57] for additional

details). Recalling the analysis of an SRR from Ch. 1, at RF frequencies, the loop

current can be thought of as a magnetic dipole with the magnitude of the current

flowing determining the polarizability. Since the loop impedance changes sign, the

polarizability also changes sign at resonance. If the polarizability becomes negative

enough, the effective permeability becomes negative and the SRR can be used for

impedance matching purposes. To take advantage of the SRR’s ability to provide

Receiver

Antenna

Transmitting

Antenna plus

near-field SRR

Figure A.2: Measurement setup for demonstrating impedance matching of elec-
trically small antennas using SRRs (or other near-field resonant element).

impedance matching, the SRR must be placed in the near-field of an electrically

small antenna such that the magnetic field of the emitted electromagnetic wave will
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be able to couple with the ring structure. To impedance match an electrically small

loop antenna, the SRR must be oriented such that the two loops are in parallel.

Provided the SRR is in the correct orientation, the unit cell is also able to provide

an impedance match with a monopole antenna (Fig. A.2).

Using the measurement setup shown in Fig. A.2, reflection and transmission S-

parameter measurements were taken. This system is reciprocal, so only S11 and S21

parameters were measured. Near the resonant frequency of the SRR, Fig. A.3 reveals
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Figure A.3: Reflection coefficient measurements for the two monopole antennas in
Fig. A.2 and for the transmitting monopole antenna with the SRR in the near-field.

a small decrease in the reflection coefficient. This reveals the frequency at which

the SRR is providing a partial impedance match for the transmitting electrically

small antenna. Taking a closer look at the effect that the SRR is having on the

transmitting antenna (Fig. A.4), the reflection coefficient is reduced by 1.9dB near

the SRR resonance, corresponding to a reduction in reflected power. Recalling that

the transmitting antenna was reflecting nearly 99% of the power before any system

modifications, the addition of the SRR to the near-field of the antenna reduces the
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reflected power to 65%. This benefit of increasing the radiation efficiency occurs only

around the SRR resonant frequency making this type of system ideal transmitting

and receiving for narrowband signals.
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Figure A.4: Reflection coefficient measurements for the transmitting monopole
antenna with and without the SRR in the near-field (zoomed to more clearly show
the behavior around the resonant frequency of the SRR).

Considering the power must be emitted or absorbed by the transmitting antenna,

S21 measurements must be taken to confirm that the decrease in reflected power re-

sults in an increase in transmitted power (and not just relocating the power absorp-

tion elsewhere in the antenna system). The transmission measurements (Fig. A.5) be-

tween the two monopole antennas as described by the measurement setup in Fig. A.2

conclusively show that the transmitted power is increased by up to 11.7dB near the

SRR resonant frequency. This increase in transmission demonstrates that the SRR

is acting as an effective impedance matching network in a narrow bandwidth around

the SRR resonant frequency.

It is important to note that all of the measurements in this appendix were ac-

quired using passive elements. The research in the previous chapters of this dis-
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Figure A.5: Transmission coefficient measurements for the setup seen in Fig A.2.
These measurements have been calibrated using the propagation losses between the
two monopoles on the ground plane.

sertation involves using active circuits and elements to control the bandwidth, loss,

and dispersivity of SRRs (and other resonant structures). We have also developed

a SRR that can electrically tune its resonant frequency to the frequency of an inci-

dent signal. Through embedding these active elements and circuits in our resonant

structures, we have expanded the capabilities of metamaterials and, potentially, their

effectiveness in this type of application.
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Appendix B

Measurement and Characterization of Tunnel
Diodes

Ch. 3 introduced a circuit that produced a negative differential resistance (NDR) to

create loss cancelling and amplification. In that chapter, the NDR region was created

using a transistor circuit with source degeneration. The degenerating network was

atypical as a parallel-LC network was used rather than a simple resistive network,

but the L-C network controlled the characteristics of the NDR region.

There are other ways of creating NDR that uses a degeneratively (heavily) doped

semiconductor junction. In 1958, Esaki discovered that current decreases with an

increase in voltage in heavily doped germanium junctions[69]. He was able to record

and analyze how the conduction and valence bands of the two sides of the junction

interact to cause the NDR effect.

The basic operation of a tunnel diode relies on the properties of the semiconductor

bandgap caused by degenerative doping. The dopant concentrations are great enough

such that the fermi level on the n-side is higher than the conduction band and the

level on the p-side is less than the valence band. The energy band alignment and
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heavy doping of the junctions create a thin depletion region. The depletion region is

thin enough such that mobile electrons and holes can tunnel through the region. If

the forward bias voltage increases beyond a certain value, the bands on each side of

the junction slowly become misaligned which causes a decrease in current creating

the NDR. The circuit symbol and equivalent circuit of a tunnel diode operating

under the necessary conditions to create an NDR region is shown in Fig. B.1. This

appendix is meant to clarify issues regarding the measurement and characterization

of tunnel diode devices.

RS

CD

-RD

(a) (b)

Figure B.1: Circuit symbol (a) and equivalent circuit (b) for a tunnel diode. RS

and CD are the series resistance and junction capacitance of the diode, respectively,
while ´RD is the negative differential resistance measured from the slope of the
current-voltage relationship.

To design a circuit utilizing a tunnel diode, the equivalent circuit parameters

must be extracted. Due to the observed NDR effect, maintaining the stability of a

tunnel diode becomes a major issue[70, 71, 72]. The negative resistance, within the

confines of a resonant circuit, can change the mathematical solution of a circuit from

a stable, single-valued solution to an oscillatory solution when specific criteria are

met. Oscillators are a vital component to many circuit systems (see Ch. 4 for such a

system), but stable negative resistance is also crucial in amplification circuits (such

as the circuit employed in Ch. 3). Extracting equivalent circuit parameters requires

stability, so care must be taken in the measurement setup.
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Tunnel diodes have a strict set of criteria to create a stable region with NDR.

When a tunnel diode is used in a circuit, there are parasitic series resistance (RP )

and inductance (LP ) parameters included in the path from the voltage supply to

ground. When adding these parasitics into the tunnel diode circuit, the equivalent

circuit becomes the circuit in Fig. B.2. Based upon the circuit parameters from

RS

CD

-RD

RP LP

Figure B.2: A tunnel diode circuit with parasitics.

Fig. B.2, the stability criteria are written in Eqs. B.1 and B.2.

RP `RS ă | ´RD| (B.1)

LP ă pRP `RSq| ´RD|CD (B.2)

Having wires connect the circuit to the positive supply rail and ground provides

enough inductance such that without a large enough resistance, the circuit will desta-

bilize. Circuit destabilization causes large jumps in the DC current-voltage charac-

teristic and unwanted hysteretic effects. To stabilize the circuit, other elements must

be added.

Referring to Eq. B.2, there is a set limit on the inductance of the circuit that is

dependent on the total resistance of the system. If the inductance is large enough,

then the oscillation frequency is significantly decreased and the RF impedance of the

inductor becomes very large. If a resistor (Rstable) is added in parallel to the physical

tunnel diode (Fig. B.3) and the inductance of the remaining wires are large, the wires
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will then appear as an RF open circuit with the resistor acting as a shunt[70]. This

modification decreases the inductance seen by the negative resistance, stabilizing the

tunnel diode. The resistor value is still capped by Eq. B.1 and the current-voltage

RS

Rstable

CD

-RD

Rstable

(a) (b)

Figure B.3: Tunnel diode with stabilizing resistor (a) and its equivalent circuit
(b).

characteristic must be extracted rather than directly measured without further modi-

fication. For the sake of completeness, a large valued capacitor („ 1µF ) can be added

in series with Rstable which will allow the current to be directly measured by a current

source[70], but keeping the stabilizing network purely resistive will just result in a

bit of extra algebra.

To show the effectiveness of adding the stabilizing resistor, a measurement circuit

was fabricated using an Aeroflex/Metelics MBD-1057 back tunnel diode (Fig. B.4).

The MBD-1057 is not really meant to be used as a negative resistor, but the current-

voltage characteristics still result in an NDR region and will confirm the measurement

method. The ammeter used was an Agilent 34410A multimeter, which has a series

resistance of 200Ω for currents less than 10mA[73]. The circuit was powered using

an Agilent 3631A triple power supply and the stabilizing resistor was 680Ω. The

measured current through the circuit is shown in Fig. B.5.

The current starts initially following that of a 380Ω resistor, which corresponds
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Figure B.4: Stabilized measurement circuit for a tunnel diode.
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Figure B.5: Measured current-voltage curve for circuit seen in Fig. B.4.

to the 180Ω zero-bias diode resistance in series with the 200Ω series resistance from

the ammeter. As the voltage increases, the tunnel diode will seemingly begin to

block the current flow (due to energy band misalignment) leaving the DC circuit to

appear to have a resistance of 880Ω (the ammeter in series with the 680Ω stabilizing

resistor).

To extract the diode current-voltage characteristic, the voltage drop across the

ammeter must be subtracted from the supply voltage to determine the actual voltage

across the diode. This is easily done by applying Ohm’s Law (Eq. B.3).

Vdiode “ Vsupply ´ Isupply ˚ 200 pAmmeter series resistanceq (B.3)

With the diode voltage known, the diode current is then determined by subtracting
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the stabilizing resistor current from the measured current (Eq. B.4).

Idiode “ Isupply ´
Vdiode

680 pStabilizing resistanceq
(B.4)

After the application of Eqs. B.3 and B.4, the tunnel diode current-voltage charac-

teristic has been extracted (Fig. B.6)
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Figure B.6: Extracted current-voltage curve for an Aeroflex/Metelics MBD-1057
back tunnel diode (from Fig. B.5).

Revisiting Fig. B.5, the measured current never intersects with the 880Ω I-V line

due to the excess current. As the valence and conduction bands misalign, there

is still current that flows through the diode due to defects in the semiconductor

structure[74]. Review the curve in Fig. B.6, this excess current is what prevents the

total current through the diode from reaching zero and sets the valley current.

Since tunnel diodes depend on degenerately doped semiconductors, the manufac-

turing process yields large variations in device parameters. A plot of the current-

voltage curves for 3 MBD-1057 diodes from the same manufacturing batch is shown

in Fig. B.7. Looking at the current-voltage characteristics, the peak voltage values

are fairly consistent between the diodes, but there are significant differences between
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Figure B.7: Measured current-voltage curves for three different Aeroflex/Metelics
MBD-1057 back tunnel diodes (IV curve from Fig. B.6 shown again to compare with
two other diodes). It it important to note that the 3 different diodes have widely
varying peak currents and some stability issues are still seen in the measurements.

the peak current, valley voltage, and valley current values. At forward voltages

greater than 25mV, the diodes have widely varying currents even though they follow

the same shape. The significant differences in parameters require measurement of

the current-voltage relationship for design purposes and is the reason this appendix

is a necessary edition to this dissertation.
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Appendix C

Design of RF Active Inductors from Discrete
Components

Ch. 2 demonstrated a bandwidth tunable metamaterial that is tuned using vari-

able resistance. Frequency tuned metamaterials have been typically fabricated with

varying capacitance structures. Previous frequency tunable metamaterials have been

fabricated with semiconductor junctions, MEMS switches, and other types of ma-

terials. Creation of an inductively tuned metamaterial would preserve the similar

adjusting dynamic of capacitively tuned metamaterials while providing an additional

degree of tunability.

Inductively tuned circuits are already used in audio applications and are slowly

making their way into the RF circuit repetoire through use in VCOs. This appendix

is meant to develop a bit of the theory behind active inductor circuits and show

potential implimentations using discrete, commerically available components. The

end of the appendix will also explain the difficulties in employing these types of

circuits within metamaterials.

Tuning the inductance primarily differs from tuning the capacitance through re-
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sult of the series configuration of the two different passive elements. Series capacitors

are combined through a nonlinear function (Eq. C.1).

Ctotal “
1

1
C1
` 1

C2

(C.1)

Series inductors are combined through simple addition (C.2).

Ltotal “ L1 ` L2 (C.2)

Based on Eq. C.1, smaller capacitance values will exert a larger influence over the

total capacitance. In metamaterial structures, especially in SRRs, the structure ca-

pacitance is typically small („ 0.25 pF), effectively limiting the tunability of the

metamaterial through capacitive tuning. On the other hand, a resonant metama-

terial structure has a nontrivial intrinsic inductance that can be made reasonably

large or small. Because series inductance adds, a larger inductance will control the

total inductance value to a greater extent, but both inductances still exert the same

influence over the total since the combination is linear.

V

Z in Z in

dd

(a) (b)

Figure C.1: Circuit schematic (a) and small signal model (b) of an active inductor
topology based on a single active transistor.
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The implementation of an active inductor requires the use of a transistor or other

active element. The simplest of these circuits involves a single active transistor

and resistor (Fig. C.1). Solution of the small signal model reveals that the input

impedance of the circuit is based on the values of the resistance, capacitance, and

transconductance parameters (Eq. C.3).

Zin “
gm ` ω

2RC2
gs

g2m ` pωCgsq
2
` jω

CgspRgm ´ 1q

g2m ` pωCgsq
2

(C.3)

Leff “
CgspRgm ´ 1q

g2m ` pωCgsq
2

(C.4)

From Eq. C.4, if gm ąą ωCgs then the imaginary part of the impedance will be

linearly proportional with frequency, creating the effective inductance. Since Cgs is

generally fixed around operating conditions required for active operation, the tunable

parameters are R and gm. As tuning gm affects the linearity and operating frequency

range of the effective inductance, the resistor is typically replaced by a transistor

operating in the linear region to give the inductor circuit tunability.

The Q of the effective inductance is also able to be calculated from Eqs. C.3

and C.4. Revisiting the definition of Q, the ideality of the single transistor active

inductor is calculated in Eq. C.5.

Q “
ωLeff

Reff

“
ωCgspRgm ´ 1

gm ` ω2RC2
gs

(C.5)

From Eqs. C.4 and C.5, design criteria are established for constructing an active

inductor based upon the desired effective inductance and Q. From inspection, gm

must be large while Cgs be small for high frequency operation while limits are set

for the Rgm product. These constraints are quite inconvenient for constructing an

active inductor with discrete commercial components since Cgs is large enough to

restrict the maximum working frequency. The small signal model used also doesn’t
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take into account the Cgd and Cds components which also degrade the high frequency

performance.

Vdd

Zin
ZinM2

M1

(a) (b)

gm1

gm2
Cgs2

Cgs1

Figure C.2: Circuit schematic (a) and small signal model (b) of an active inductor
topology based on two active transistors.

The addition of a second active transistor helps to further linearize the effective

inductance but adds some extra complexity to the circuit (Fig. C.2). The new

topology also greatly changes the input impedance and is analyzed more like parallel

RLC circuit combination constrasted with the single transistor topology (Eq. C.6).

Yin “
1

Zin

“ gm1 ` jωCgs1 `
1

jω Cgs2

gm1gm2

(C.6)

Leff “
Cgs2

gm1gm2

(C.7)

From Eq. C.7, any further ω dependence is removed from the effective inductance

calculation but the non-inductive terms in Eq. C.6 add other constraints to the

circuit. The jωCgs1 term sets the self-resonant frequency of the active inductor and

the gm1 term provides a resistive path parallel to the inductive path. Much like

the single transistor active inductor, the Cds and Cgd capacitances degrade the high

frequency performance.
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The additional current carrying pathways reduce the Q of the inductor, poten-

tially making the behavior of the circuit less than ideal. The calculation for Q of an

RLC circuit and the Q of the two transistor active inductor is shown in Eq. C.8.

Q “ R

c

C

L
“

d

Cgs1gm2

Cgs2gm1

(C.8)

From Eqs. C.7 and C.8, the design criteria for a two transistor active inductor are

established. The circuit parameters Cgs2, gm1, and gm2 are important for controlling

both the effective inductance and the quality factor and are consistent in how they

affect the two design variables of the system. For a high Q, large effective inductor,

gm2 and Cgs2 must be larger, while gm1 should be minimized. The parameter that

requires a trade off is Cgs1 as the capacitance should be large for maximum Q and

small for maximum inductance value. For application in RF metamaterials, the

inductance should be large and tunable, which is also difficult to achieve with the

commercial transistors available.
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Appendix D

Design, Fabrication, and Experimental Verification
of Non-Volatile Metamaterials

The work described in this appendix was done in collaboration with Olusola Olaode.

All of the metamaterials designed and analyzed in this dissertation require some

sort of tuning for proper function. The tuning mechanisms, however, are all based

on volatile (memory-less) systems. The gain and tunable-Q metamaterials consume

power when tuned and must be kept on to preserve state. Even the self-tuning

system reverts to an initial state when repowered. To help improve the functionality

and potential for commerical application, the change from volatile to non-volatile

systems should be explored.

Non-volatility in electric circuits requires some sort of storage element that can

hold on to the saved state for a significant period of time. Adapting the non-volatile

concept to a tunable metamaterial requires that the resonance quality and frequency

must be preserved through the process of unpowering and repowering. Tunable

metamaterials are usually controlled by an external voltage across a variable element

(typically a reverse-biased diode acting as capacitor). The parameters dependance
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on the tuning voltage means that the voltage across the adjustable element must be

the same before and after the power-down and power-up cycle.

A simple system to control a tuning voltage uses a potentiometer to vary the

voltage across a reverse-biased diode (see Fig. D.1a and the self-adapting system

in Ch. 4). In the self-adapting system, the potentiometer was volatile and would

reset to having an output of 3V when unpowered and repowered. There are com-

mercially available discrete potentiometers that are non-volatile, such as the Intersil

X9317 (Fig. D.1b). This specific potentiometer is also individually addressable when

combined with a few extra discrete circuits.

+

−
Chip Select

VIncrement

Up/Down

CC

RWGround

RH RLRL

RH
RW

(a) (b)

Figure D.1: (a) Schematic of a SRR that is tuned by using a potentiometer to
control the voltage across a reverse-biased diode. (b) Chip level diagram of a X9317
non-volatile potentiometer.

The X9317 changes the position of the wiper when the chip select pin is pulled

low and the signal at the increment pin changes from a high to low. The state

of the up/down pin determines in which direction the wiper shifts (high shifts the

wiper towards RH and low shifts the wiper towards RL). All of these pins are easily

controlled by switches (in this case, the Maxim Semiconductor DS2413 dual channel

switch) or by a 3-wire serial connection. A schematic of the circuitry including the

switches is shown in Fig. D.2 and the fabricated SRRs with the embedded circuitry

in Fig. D.3.
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X9317 DS2413

To Computer

SRR Control

Voltage

Figure D.2: Full schematic of non-volatile SRR control system circuitry.

Figure D.3: Fabricated non-volatile SRRs.
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Comparable the other circuits employed in metamaterials, there are a couple of

nuances for the successful implementation of circuits embedded within the metama-

terial unit cells. Since the traces and chips are embedded inside the inductive loop,

there can be additional loops added to the structure and the extra copper can ab-

sorb some of the incident electromagnetic energy. These unwanted effects are often

mitigated by the incorporation and use of passive high impedance elements.

Inductors are typically used for being able to supply DC current to the embedded

circuit while isolating the RF circuitry, providing a barrier between the RF and DC

signals (and were employed in the circuits used in Chs. 2- 4). In the instance of the

non-volatile circuitry, most of the voltage controlled components do not rely on a

large DC current. Because of the lack of required DC current needed to tune the

circuit, large valued resistors can be used as the voltage drop will be minimal. In

this case, a large valued resistor (180kΩ was used) was placed between the wiper

terminal of the potentiometer and the cathode of the tuning diode.
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Figure D.4: S-parameters of SRR medium showing tunability.

The SRRs were tested using a network analyzer and a waveguide to measure the

S-parameters (Fig. D.4). To show addressibility (which is another important property
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required for tuning individual elements) and tunability, the SRRs were tuned in two

different ways. The first tuned state resulted in the SRRs having equivalent resonant

frequencies. The second tuned state demonstrated the metamaterial behavior when

the SRRs were tuned to two different frequencies.

Once the metamaterial was tuned to either of the states, the SRRs were powered

down and repowered. If this operation was volatile, the single resonance and dual

resonance metamaterials would have reverted to the unbiased state (the black curve

in Fig. D.4). Because of the X9317 potentiometer, the SRR media were non-volatile

and, when the metamaterials were repowered, reverted to the tuned states (Fig. D.5).
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Figure D.5: Demonstration of the non-volatile SRR medium by overlaying the
measured S-parameters before powerdown (blue) and after repowering (red).

Based on the data shown in Fig. D.5, the tuned metamaterial response is pre-

served through the unpowering and repowering process. The consistency between

measurements confirms the desired non-volatile property and shows that the addi-

tion of this property does not significantly alter the response of the SRRs.
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Appendix E

Extraction of Effective SRR and Transistor Circuit
Parameters

The design of most of the metamaterials described in this dissertation relied upon

using effective circuit parameters to represent both the SRR geometry and loading

circuits. This appendix will detail how to extract effective circuit parameters from

the SRR loop and loading transistors in order to aid in the design process. Instead

of directly measuring the individual effective components, the parameters will be

extracting using transmission and reflection measurements using a loaded SRR.

Beginning with the basic RLC series circuit (Fig. 2.4b), the resonant frequency

is determined by Eq. E.1.

f0 “
1

2π
?
LmCm

(E.1)

Due to f0 being the easiest quantity to measure, an addition of another capacitor

(of known value) to the SRR loop will allow for the calculation of Lm and Cm. The

addition of the capacitor of fixed value will alter Eq. E.1 to Eq. E.2.

f0 “
1

2π
b

Lm
CmCfixed

Cm`Cfixed

(E.2)
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The SRR loop parameters are then determined from two resonant frequency measure-

ments of the SRR using two different fixed capacitors. Knowing the fixed capacitance

values and the resonant frequencies, the SRR loop capacitance and inductance can

then calculated (f1 and f2 are the measured resonant frequencies determined from

respective embdedding of C1 and C2).

Cm “ C1

1´ pf2
f1
q2

p
f2
f1
q2 ´ C1

C2

(E.3)

Lm “ rp2πf1q
2 CmC1

Cm ` C1

s
´1
“ rp2πf2q

2 CmC2

Cm ` C2

s
´1 (E.4)

With Lm and Cm known, the transistor capacitances can then be extracted by

embedding the transistor within the SRR loop (after removing the fixed capacitors).

To extract the desired transistor capacitances, the transistor must be specifically

configured to isolate the structure capacitance. The three primary structure capac-

itances that were used to design the metamaterials in Ch. 2 were Cgs, Cgd, and

Cdb. The configurations used to determine the transistor capacitances rely on the

connections specific transistor terminals.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure E.1: Transistor configurations to measure Cgs « Cgb (a), Cgd (b), and
Cdb « Cds (c).

After embedding the correctly configured transistors in the SRR, the resonant

frequency of the system can be measured using the reflection and transmission mea-

surements in a waveguide. With this loaded resonant frequency known, the transistor
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capacitance is then calculated (Eq. E.5) using the values from Eqs. E.3 and E.4.

Ct “
Cm

p2πf0q2LmCm ´ 1
(E.5)

All three capacitances previously mentioned require different configurations for de-

termining the structure capacitances (Fig. E.1). To show the validity of this method

of capacitance extraction, Cds for a BSS83 was extracted using the described method

(Fig. ??). This capacitance depends upon modulating the depletion region of a pn-

junction and should vary with the inverse square root of the voltage. The shape of the

curve depicted is consistent with this mathematical relationship. The datasheet value

for this capacitance is 1 pF typ. under the bias conditions of VGS “ V BS “ ´15

V and VDS “ 10 V. The comparison of the datasheet value and the measurement is

not shown (the experiments done in Ch. 2) were conducted with positive VGS and

VDS “ VBS “ 0 V) but were consistent under the given bias conditions (1.1 pF was

measured).
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Figure E.2: Measured Cds for BSS83 Transistor when VGS “ 0.
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